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Social Justice Lecture Series

Former Yippies to Debate 1960's
by Christina Hippeli
A Yippie turned Yuppie will confront his one time comrade in a clash
between '60s idealism and the
challenge of '80s realism as former
youth leaders Jerry Rubin and Abbic Hoffman square off tomorrow
night in Roberts Center.
The debate, part of a series of
similar matches between Hoffman.
and Rubin nationwide, will locus on
whether the ideology and movements
of the '60s have a place in the more
conservative society of the '80s.
Rubin. 46. personifies the image ol
the Young Urban Professional, or
Yuppie, a Wall Street businessman
who urges members of his audience
to make as much money as they can
In siark contrast, Hoffman, 48. advocates the same social reform and
activism lie did two decades ago
Though their views now seem
diametrically opposed. Hoffman and
Rubin were united in the late '60s
when they helped organize the Youth
Internation Parts (Yippie) to tap
young people's energy and spark
? heir activism The yippies became
known for their "gucrillla theatre"
tactics and scorn of authority and the

Establishment.

Yippies' activism peaked in 1968
when they noted at the Democratic
National Convention in Chicago
I his resulted in thousands ol arrests.

Yuppie Jerry Rubin

Yippie Abbie Hoffman
including Hoftman and Rubin and
eight others who were charged with
conspiracy and crossing state lines to
mciic a riot. Known as the Chicago
Seven irial, (hey were only found
guilts of inciting riots.
However, as the '60s ended, so did
the friendship between the two
dissidents.
Hoffman
went
underground, fleeing a drug charge
and Rubin became a stockbroker.
The Yippie
Hoffman was original!) trained as
a clinical psychologist at Brandeis
University and Berkeley University,
bui i.|uii his profession to join the
civ il rights and
anti-war movements
He worked on voter registration
drives in rural areas o\ the South
before moving to New York's I ower
last Side in 1966 to organize street
people and hippies.

After the yippie group broke apan,
Hoffman was caught selling cocaine
to an undercover agent in IS>73 and
lied underground tor seven years
(with a full facial reconstruction) to
avoid punishment, iirst living in Central America and Mexico before
moving to upstate New York, where
he became an environmental activist.
In his new guise as Barry freed,
Hoffman successfully hauled an Army Corps c>f bngineers proposal that
threatened to destroy the natural
beauts ol the I.O<M) Islands region
near the St. Lawrence Riser. Ness
N ork Slate Governor Hugh tares
and Senator Patrick Moynihan praised his leadership, unaware of Holfman's true identity.
I he activist, who has been referred to as ?"America's leading dissident." earned 26.000 pages ol I HI

Ideology

files and 42 arrests during his career
Hoffman is also the author of seven
books; his latest is Square Dancing
in the Ice Age.
The Yuppie
Rubin worked as a reporter during
his college days and graduate studies
in political science. He studied in Cincinnati; his hometown; Jerusalem;
and Berkeley. California. At
Berkeley Rubin became involved in
the civ il rights movement of the early '60s. After a trip to Cuba, he left
school to devote his time to the civ il
rights movement.
He organized one of the tirst leachins against the \ ictnam War in 1965,
founded the Vietnam Day Commiiec. an anti-war organization, and
became project director ol the
"March on the Pentagon" in 1967
When '60s era ended. Rubin
changed with the limes and tried to
combine self-awareness with politics

lii 1980. Rubin, the former antiestablishment activist, announced he
had accepted a job as a Wall Street
venture hanker.
Espousing new values? "Amass
money. Become an enlrepreneui
don't fall victim to the guilt trip of
the left You have ihe right to enjoy
your life as well as a responsibility to
ihe planet." ?Rubin founded and
still heads the 500 Club, an organi/a
lion ol professionals, executives, and
entrepeneurs. He also introduced the
.'onc-p' ol '"networking," or doing
business in non-business environments, like New York's Siudio
54
Rubin said he now believes aclivists should change the system Hv
working through the system According to the September 21. 1984 issue
of The Oakland Tribune, Rubin said
he considers what he is doing now a
Yippie. page 22
-

O'Neill Library Now Requests ID

by Kelly Short

Patrons of O'Neill Library are
now requited to show their Boston
College ID or to register in the lobby as visitors.
'"Our aim is not to restrict use of
the library at this point, but to gather
information. We're trying to find out
how many non-BC patrons are using
the library on a daily basis," said Circulation Librarian Pam Ross. "1
think we will be restricting use during exam times and study weeks.
We're trying to be responsive to student needs."
Access to O'Neill was discussed in
an open stall meeting last summer,
at which time three policies were con-

sidered, according to Ross. The first
would allow unmonitored use of the
library; the second proposal required
non-BC patrons to register at the
front desk; and the third would limit
access to the BC community, Boston
Library Consortium members, and
Boston Theological Institute
members.
The change from last semester's
unmonitored access was prompted in
pan by the seating crunch. Another
considerationwas the time staff spent
instructing visitors. "We were busier
than we ever anticipated. We'd like
to identify visitors and provide them
with information handouts to help
them use the building better," said
Ross.

Students had indicated

to library

staff that an excess number of
students from schools like Pine
Manor were using O'Neill. With the
registration system, Ross said they
will document usage and establish an
appropriate access policy.
Since the system was implemented
Wednesday with very little publicity,
Ross explained the staff is being
tolerant of students without IDs, but
will start turning them away soon. Installation of an ID reader is being
considered to facilitate entrance to
O'Neill during heavy study periods.
The first day of registration showed 97 visitors, a third of which
O'Neill, page 19

Off-Campus Conduct Spurs University Action
by Susan Parker

Excessive drinking, blasting stereos
3 am, vandalism, and littering have
been the subject of several angry, bitter complaints that the University has
received from Cleveland Circle
residents. Approximately 700
students live in the neighborhood
served by the Cleveland Circle shuttle bus route.
1 he number ol calls we've received since September and their
seriousness have dramatically increased," said Barton.
Barton further warned "BC is a
L hrisimn school; it has a particular
reputation. It's sad that a few
students are tarnishing that reputation because of then obnoxious
behavior, and we're simply not going to tolerate it."
Many disciplinary hearings have
at

Students can expect their semester
to lie interrupted by a disciplmarv
hearing if they are planning to revive
Boston College's "party-school"
reputation by throwing a rowdy bash
in their off campus apartments complete with noise, broken bottles, and
sundry mischief.
BC Community Affairs Director,
Dr. Laurence Barton, has outlined a
coordinated effort by the Dean of
Student' > office. Community \l
tairs. Housing, and Campus Police
a to clamp down this semester on the
£ behavior ol what he called "a detinue
element ol BC students living off
ihat is clearly disruptive."
scampus
.
Barton
I1
added this etfon will be much
sstricter than in the past.

t

i

'

1
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already occurred, resulting in several

suspensions. Evictions are currently
taking place as well, according to
Barton.
In addition to suspension, the
possible outcomes of a disciplinary
hearing include: a letter to parents,
freezing of academic records, denial
ol future campus housing, or
expulsion
"There will be an increase in the
occurrence of disciplinary hearings
this semester. You will see these stiller measures taken by the Dean ol
Students' office," Barton assured
The culmination of increasing
community pressure to deal with the
issue was a meeting called by Bailon
over the break at McGuinn Hall on
l r!!xe»<!>.
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US?Central American Relations Explained
by David A. McKaige

Editor's Note: This is thefirst of a
series of features on United States'
involvement in world conflict,
designed to serve as an overview of
the conflict and provide the reader
with a background for reading the
daily news. The series is based on
discussions with Boston College professors considered expert in eachfield
and research from other periodicals.

"A Second Vietnam."
The use of American troops and
advisors in the Central American

domestic problems based on a
"dualistic" economy?a small,
wealthy controlling class, an almost
non-existant middle class, and a vast
majority of peasants. The public,
long-range goals of the US in Central America is to halt the spread of
communism and support the instillation of pro-West, democratic governments through both economic and
military aid. Nicaragua and El
Salvador are considered two of the
more important countries in this
struggle.
Nicaragua
US Marines invaded Nicaragua in

takes its name from the general.
General Antastasio Somoza, head
of the National Guard, gained control in 1936 after an election in which
he was the sole candidate. The rightwing, authoritarian government of
the Somozas ruled [with US support]
until 1979, when Antastasio Somoza
Debayle was forced to flee the country afterrebel forces took control of
the capital, Managua.
The leftist Sandinista regime,
headed by Daniel Ortega, is still in
power, and has received the majority vote in a recent election. America
is backing the right-wing rebel forces,
the "contras," responsible for the
destruction of industrial targets in
hopes to overthrow the pro-Marxist
regime. The Reagan Administration
contends the elections were fixed in
favor of the Sandinistas and the people of Nicaragua truly want a proWest government.
El Salvador
The roots of the problems in El
Salvador lay in the fact that 14
aristocratic families, "los catorce,"
controlled nearly 80% of the land
and ruled the country for most of the
century.

crisis has brought the eyes of the
world onto the US' foreign policy. It
was not only a major issue in the recent Presidential election, but is a
major part of today's news.
Of the seven countries in Central
America, most are riddled with

Since the 19605, El Salvador has
been the site of peasant uprisings ending in bloody slaughters, blatantly
fixed elections, and failed land
reform plans. The rise of
government-backed death squads in
the 1970's brought the question of
human rights abuses to the eyes of
the world. In 1980 alone, Salvadoran
death squads were responsible for
nearly 1,000 deaths a month, and
authorities now maintain that the
government of El Salvador has noi

1912 and remained there until 1933
to protect American economic interests and supervise elections. In

1934, the US-trained National Guard
of Nicaragua murdered General
Augusto Sandino under a flag of
truce. The present Sandinista regime

demonstrated
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power to halt the bloodshed by its Reagan Administration. Through its
security forces.
developed industry and natural
President Jose Napolean Duarte, resources, the country is a bastion of
El Salvador's present ruler, has the capitalism in pro-socialist Central
America, although it is militarily
support of the US government. The
escalating number of incidents of weak and has recently suftered
human rights abuses have been economic setbacks.
Analysis
reduced, but they still exist. The
Under the premise of the threat of
Reagan Administration is presently
trying to halt the flow of arms from the spread of communism, US policy
Nicaragua to the leftist rebels in in Central America has shifted from
economic protection of American inSalvador.
Honduras, firmly in the US camp, terests early in the century to this simis home for many of the American ple maxim; halt communism.
troops in the region. The Honduran
Through its inadequateregard for
government has recently asked for
human
for
rights, the Administration apgreater economic aid in return
cooperation in an American military pears more concerned with attracting
buildup there. The pro-US governments to the pro-West camp
than it is to fullfilling the basic needs
Guatemalan government is currently working to rid itself of a domestic, of the peasant majority in Central
leftist-led insurrection. It is rumored America, such as food and educathat Guatemala harbors death squads tion. With nearly 11,000 US troops
similar to those in El Salvador, but in the region, it is time that the Adpress coverage in the area is limited. ministration define its purpose to the
Costa Rica acts as a model world in this war-torn and poverty
democracy in the region for the stricken region.

Update Update Update Up
Kennedy Ends African Visit
Senator Edward M. Kennedy wrapped up a nine day tour of South Africa
this week. At ihe invitation of Anglican Bishop Desmond Tutu, the 1984
Nobel Peace Prize winner, Kennedy visited the country to help fight apartheid
One black group, Azapo, does not include whites in its fight for black
voting rights. Azapo forced cancellation of a Kennedy speech in Soweto, an
all-black ghetto suburb of the capital city of Johannesburg.

Malpractice Suits Up 300 %
The number of medical malpractice suits filed last year is more than three
times the amount filed 10 years ago, according to an American Medical
Association report entitled "Professional Liability in the '80's". Hundreds
of awards have been for amounts in excess of SI million. In 1983 alone, the
report says, awards to patients totaled more than $2 billion.
The result will be increased health care costs. Individual physicians pay,
in some cases, $80,000 per year in malpractice insurance. The threat of a
suit is leading many doctors to prescribe tests and treatments that they would
not ordinarily use. These increasing costs will be ultimately passed on to the
consumer.

Time Loses Libel Suit Round
Former Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon won the first round of his
libel suit against Time magazine. The case revolves around a paragraph within
a 10-page article about Sharon in the February 21 issue of Time . The jury
in the case ruled that the average reader would believe that Sharon "conciously intended" to permit Lebanese Phalangist soldiers in September of
1982 to enier refugee camps in West Beirut and massacre hundreds of unarmed
Palistinian civilians.

6,000 Answer Peace Corp Plea
A Peace Corps request for 600 volunteers to work in Africa has met with
overwhelming sucess. Almost 6,000 people have responded, a number referred to as "phenomenal" by a Peace Corps spokesman. The 10-year project
is part of an effort to increase food production in the drought-stricken area.
Responses have come in from not only young adults, but from farmers with
20-30 years of experience. Currently, there are 12,000 Peace Corps volunteers
working on two-year assignments in Africa.
Compiled by John Morrier
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Computer Failure Hampers Library Efficiency
reference desk assistants, however,
went home for the night at nine
Recent breakdowns of O'Neill o'clock after the breakdown leaving
Library's $300,000 computerized confused students with questions
catalog are proving it may be less unanswered.
Many Boston College professors
dependable than the old paper
said
they would not have accepted the
catalog.
The first breakdown occurred breakdown as an excuse for a late
Tuesday, November 27. Students paper. History Professor Samuel
stared in disbelief as the card catalog Miller said, "I'm not responsible for
printed, in flashing green letters, the insanity of the library."
Students find the computerized
"NO RECOGNIZABLE POLL
card catalog easy and convenient.
FROM HOST."
They can sit behind a terminal and
The GEAC computer system
search for books according to author,
would not give out any reference intitle, subject, call number or key
formation. A short in the wire circuit
word rather than moving from
caused the malfunction. "There is no
drawer to drawer as with Best's old
way of preventing something like this
catalog.
from happening again," said Library
"It's worth it because it's a hell of
Systems Supervisor Malcolm Norton.
a lot better than going to a card
O'Neill does not have a traditional catalog," commented BC sophomore
card catalog which students can turn Kevin Alexander.
Norton explained the breakdown,
to when the computers fail. The on"The
computers are controlled in two
alternative
is
the
OCLC
computer
ly
behind the reference desk. Th<" cabinets that are plugged into the
by Mary Mihelic

main power source by an extension.
This extension short circuited around
7:00."
Norton added that it took about a
half hour to centralize the problem
and concluded that it was "not a
software thing but a power thing."
The electricians repaired the problem. The system came back for a
short while and went down again.
Then Norton said the "software
people in Toronto" were called, and
they suggested alternative power
sources. The electricians plugged into these power sources and the computers came back about midnight.
Data checks were run until 12:30 am,
and because the library closed at 1:00
am, the system was not brought back
that night.
Norton said it was "hard to say"
if this would happen again or when.
"There is no way of preventing
something like this from happening.
It wasn't something like preventive
maintenance that caused the
problem.
Why doesn't O'Neill have a traditional back-up card catalog? "There
is no space to store it right now,"
Norton explained. "We have looked
at the option of microfiche, but there
is a question of cost and usage."

type of microfilm,
but it is expensive, and people do not
like to use it.
Bapst had a paper card catalog that
is now stored in O'Neill's basement.
This catalog is now incomplete, outdated and not accessible to the
students. Norton said, "If the computers go down for a long period of
time?a week or so?it would be
moved so that students could use it."
The alternative OCLC computer is
connected to a terminal computer
system used by libraries nationwide.
The OCLC allows the reference desk
assistant to conduct book searches.
Joan Engler, one assistant, said,
"The OCLC's are slow and difficult
to use. They only work for authors
and titles, not subjects."
Another reference desk assistant,
Jim Tobin, handled a GEAC computer breakdown Sunday, December
9. He said he called the Hardware
Systems Office on the fifth floor of
O'Neill and they fixed it within
minutes.
Tobin said if the breakdown had
not been/epaired he would have had
to "ask the students what they were
looking for and hopefully point them
in the right direction and they could
browse. If they were looking for any

Microficheis a flat

one particular item, it would be more
difficult to aid them."
It is possible for the librarians to
check without the computers by
reverting back to the manual system.
Miller said the old system has proved its usefulness and should be
available. Harvard University has
both the card catalog and the comiputers available to the students. "BC
does things Harvard does about 10
years later," he added.
Though a breakdown could prevent a student from doing research,
several professors said they would
not accept this as an excuse. German
Professor Valda Melnegailis explained she would not accept a late paper
because of a computer breakdown,
but she would accept a late

bibliography.
Speech Communications Professor
Ann Marie Barry, "Oh, boy. The
standard answer is no because
students should be prepared
beforehand. It would have to be really extenuating circumstances before
I would accept a late paper."
English Professor John J. Sullivan
said that in order for an extension to
be granted the Dean would have to
send a letter requesting an extension
for the entire class.

Survey Measures Spending Habits
by John Morrier

Computer breakdowns are frequent in the library

One-fifth of Boston College
students are confident they have the
financial management skills they
need, according to the recently released results of the "It's Your Money.
Check It Out!" survey, conducted,

New Drinking Age Questioned
by Jean McMillan

The Massachusetts Legislature
recently passed a measure raising the
state's legal drinking age to 21 effective June I, 1985 to reduce the
number of fatal car accidents due to
drunk driving. Though various
statistics have been cited to suggest
that raising the drinking age would
significantly lower the number of
alcohol related deaths, not everyone
believes this conclusion is that simple.
"1 don't think we can expect a
dramatic decline [in the number of
traffic fatalities]," said Boston
University researcher Robert Smith
of the new law raising the drinking
age, which does include a grandfather
clause, exempting those who are 20 \u25a0
by June from the restriction. Smith,
who has spent several years investigating this subject with other
researchers at BU, commented that
it "may offer some reduction," but
that the reduction will most likely be
"relatively minimal."
Starting in 1979 (just prior to the
enactment of the 20 year old drinking age in Massachusetts) and for two
years after, the group interviewed
1,000
in
both
teenagers
Massachusetts and New York. These
two states were chosen because of
their close proximity and similiarity
in several other factors which might
otherwise affect the results. The interviews included questions about
their drinking habits.
Data concerning fatal crashes in
each state for six years beginning with
1976 was also gathered and
examined.
One of the most significant results,
according to Smith, revealed that the
daily volume of alcohol consumed by
teen-agers did not change after the
law's enactment. What changed was
the manner in which they obtained
the alcohol. The research showed
there was more drinking at home and
at parties, but less in bars.
It had been hoped that by placing
more distance between the 16 and 17
year olds and those individuals of
legal age, the availability of alcohol
to the younger group would be sharply curtailed. In speaking with 16 and
17 year olds in Massachusetts after
the drinking age was raised, Smith
said he found "fully one-third said
they were not asked their age at liquor stores" and one-half maintained that they were able to find other
people to buy the alcohol for them.
This and related information is not
always included in statistical charts

showing reductions in traffic
fatalities.
However, Smith admitted the difficulty in using the numbers and
nature of car crashes in determining
the accidents due to drunk driving.
This can partially be attributed to the
fact that states have not routinely
recorded blood-alcohol concerntration measures on all drivers involv-

-

"I don't think we can expect a dramatic decline
lin the number of traffic
fatalities]."
Boston

University
Smith
Robert
Researcher
?

_

ed in serious traffic crashes.
With the passage of federal legislation last July, any state not adopting
a 21 year old drinking age by 1986
will forfeit at least ten percent of their
federal highway tax money annually. Regarding the extent the federal
measure affected the Massachusetts
Legislature, Smith stated, "I think

the
was
wellLegislature
intentioned." However, he further
added that the "motivation was
clearly the state funds." Other states
are reacting similarly.
Another finding revealed that the
rate of involvement of women in
crashes connected with drinking is
less than the rate of males. Smith also
pointed out that people not possessing a driver's license are unfairly
punished by the law as well.
Smith suggests other alternatives
should be explored, such as stricter
penalities for drunk drivers of all
ages. Also, Smith believes that mandatory seat belt and airbag laws
would be effective in reducing traffic deaths.
From the research done by Smith
and others at BU, it appears the law
will not have a great impact on the
number of deaths caused by alcohol.
Summing up. Smith stated "No
reduction of fatal crashes is trivial,
but what our lawmakers and the
public probably view as a bold stroke
is tantamount to facing an elephant
with a peashooter."

in part
1984.

at

Boston College in October

The survey, conducted by Denver's
TeleCheck Services, Inc. the world's
largest check acceptance firm, was
directed at college students and
sought to measure their personal
financial management skills. According to the survey, 22% of surveyed
BC students said they had the financial skills they needed when they
entered school, according to a press
release.

"It appears that our high schools
are graduating students into universities, but not arming them with the
financial skills they need once they
get there," said TeleCheck President

m
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by P.J. Brady and Steve Fitzpatrick

How do you feel about the proposed hockey/basketball -arena scheduled to begin construction this March?

Robert Harkins A&S '85

John Lynch A&S '87

It will add a new dimension to B.C.'s I think it will be a good idea if there's
already flourishing sports program. more seating.

Mario Giaealone A&S '85 Pierre
Cohen SOM '86

Janet Breiner A&S '85

We know this guy in Miami who'll
do it for half price.

I think Roberts Center is embarrassing, and it's definitely needed.
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Editorials Editorials Editorials Editorials Editorials Editorials Editor
Goetz-Hype Obscures

Issue

this celebrity status. I want to remain anonymous."
Bernhard Hugo Goetz in a statement to the New York Post
The case of 37-year-old Bernhard Goetz, charged with the December 22 shooting of
four black youths in a New York subway car, has rekindled the controversy surrounding vigilantism and the state of our cities.
However, the media exposure and constant bombardment of pro-Goetz and anti-Goetz
statements has clouded the more important, overlying theme exemplified by this case.
Namely, that the soaring crime rates and the inability of police forces to combat this
surge must be dealt with to prevent citizens from taking law enforcement into their own
hands.
Goetz, who fled New York after the shooting, eventually turning himself into police
in Concord, New Hampshire, is currently standing trial for attempted murder and possession of a weapon. These charges could change, however, if Darryl Cabey, 19, in a coma
and paralyzed from the waist down, dies as a result of gunshot wounds.
According to witnesses, the four youths approached Goetz and asked him for $5.
Reportedly, Goetz responded "I have $5 for each of you" and shot each, two in the
back, with his nonlicensed, .38 caliber handgun.
Newspapers, magazines, and radio talk shows have been flooded with letter and phone
calls from people supporting Goetz's actions. Opponents have raised the racial issue,
because the four victims were black.
But the question of self-defense in this particular, individual case is up to the courts
to decide. The central issue should be the reasons why such an incident happened in
the first place. Reforms in police departments, whether an increase in manpower or
structure, must be made in order to prevent chaos in metropolitian areas. Individuals
cannot and must not be allowed to take the law into their own hands, taking out their
frustrations with the "system."

"I'm amazed

at

?
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Basketball/Hockey
Stadium?a Necessity
With the recent successes of the Boston College football team and Heisman Trophy
winner Doug Flutie, the University has gained national prominence. Nine of last season's
regular season games were televised as well as the Cotton Bowl January 1. During Flutie's
four years at BC, the Eagles have generated approximately $10 million in revenue and
the recruiting picture for next year looks excellent.
However, the administration must remember that Flutie was a unique athlete and
it is rare for a player who receives a Division 1-A school's last scholarship to attain his
level of excellence. Therefore, BC must not put itself in a position in which it compromises the goals of the University as a whole for the Athletic Department.
Yet, this is not to say that improvements should not be made. According to the Boston
Globe in March, construction of a new 8,000 seat basketball/hockey arena will commence in order to replace Roberts Center and McHugh Forum. Presently, the plans
call for the elimination of McHugh, where the new complex will be erected. It will contain more office space than is available in Roberts, as well as locker rooms, weight rooms
and training facilities.
This decision was justified because of the atrocious condition of Roberts and McHugh.
Both are over 25-years-old and no longer adequate for the basketball and hockey teams.
As long as the University does not become enamored with the "Flutie-hype," it will
not be in danger of compromising its morals in order to create a larger, more financially successful Athletic Department.
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Sales Manager
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Typesetting Manager
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Administrative Assistant
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Administrative Assistant
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Arms Talks Require Public
Support
The recent meeting between United States Secretary of State George Shultz and Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromkyo to lay the ground rules for arms control negotiations was a step in the right direction. The Soviets walked out of talks in 1983 because
of disagreement with US proposals. The American initiative, which concentrated mainly
on land-based warheads, barely touched either the bomber or submarine forces that
make up the majority of this country's nuclear capability. The Soviets, on the other
hand, have the bulk of their nuclear warheads on land.
While it is good to see the lines of communications between these two superpowers
open once again, remember that only the format for future arms talks has been discussed
and that only a strong voice from the American public will force the US to negotiate
for a truly lasting strategic arms treaty.
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The Editorial Board assumes that all advertisers have all inherent right to advertise in The Heights. However, like all
newspapers which seek to abide by accepted standards of journalistice responsibility. The Heights reserves the right and
acknowledges its obligation to determine which types of advertising submitted for publication are compatible with those

standards.
Advertisements-which must be considered under the guidelines
below may be rejected only by a majority vote of the entire
Editorial Board. An advertisement which does not pertain to the
following criteria must be judged on its own merit and may be
rejected by a two-thirds vote of the Board.

In April of 1978 the Boston College administration denied The
Heights office space because it would not agree to bar advertisements for abortion from the newspaper. Because the Editorial
Board considered its on-campus location essential to the continued
existence of the newspaper. The Heights signed a lease agreement
which enjoined the newspaper from printing advertisement "for
service which may reasonably be interpreted as abortion." The
Heights will continue to publish ads for other services for women.
The Heights will not publish any advertisement deemed by the
Editorial Board to be disparaging to any race, sex, creed or
nationality.
Ads promoting or effectively condoning academic dishonesty
will not be printed.
Any advertisement which, in the judgement of the Editorial
Board, fails to meet minimum standards o\~ good taste either in
J
graphics or in copy shall not be printed.
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Readers' Forum Readers' Forum Readers' Forum Read

Forum
Questioned

fight these good wars, should one
arise. In fact Prof Alper even fought in WWII,
"the last good war", according to his muddled sense of history. On this premise, then, there
must also be a need for an ROTC.
Prof. Heineman makes the most bewildering
statement of all, when he accurately says that
ROTC does not train students in "how to maim
people better. Obedience, cooperation and
discipline are the real skills taught..." Then
after making this accurate description, he
follows with an illogical conclusion:"...there
is no room for that at a liberal arts college ."
Since when are disobedience, antagonism and
unruliness desirablecharacteristics in a student?
Obviously obedience, cooperation and
discipline are hallmarks of the Jesuit tradition.
Anyone who studies for 15 odd years to become
a Jesuit and takes a vow of obedience
understands that these qualities are not antithetical to a liberal arts education.
Prof Heineman goes on to say, "Thank
goodness the truly great universities are not involved in this program." ROTC is on such
campuses as: Berkeley, Univ. of Pennsylvania,
MIT, Princeton, Cornell; and it is
characteristically at Catholic, and even Jesuit,
colleges: Notre Dame, Georgetown, Loyola,
Holy Cross, Villanova...the list goes on, but
you get the idea. In fact, BC is the only major
Catholic university that doesnot have ROTC.
By the way, students at MIT (even non-cadets)
are allowed to take Naval Science as an elective and receive credit. Yes, it's a good thing
Prof. Heineman knows what he's talking
about, otherwise, people might think he was
an idiot.
Cynthia Bailey's comments on the ROTC
were the most lucid and accurate: "These people (cadets) are willing to lay down their lives
for their country. As Americans and Christians
we owe them our support."
After all, it was President Kennedy who said
"...Ask what you can do FOR your country."
He didn't say "..TO your country."
an army

To the Editor:

In the November 19 edition, The Heights
printed that two-thirds of those present at a recent UGBC forum on the ROTC at Boston College voted against accepting ROTC as a "valid
component of education at Boston College..."
I question the significance of this vote, since
the "forum" was not a representative plebiscite
of the University. Though The Heights printed,
a whole two days before it was to take place,
that the forum would be held on Thursday,
Nov. 15, it did not say where or when. How
can we expect a representative view of the BC
community's opinion to have come out of the
forum, when the time and place of the forum
was not only unpublicized but the forum itself
was held at an inconvenient time early afternoon. It seems evident that the forum was
disproportionately attended by Haley House
types, thus accounting for the vote.
The Heights also printed, again and again,
naive and foolish statements made by participants in the forum many of these inferring that the ROTC is a training ground for
mercenaries. These uninformed (or ignorant)
students would have us believe that ROTC
cadets will be running around campus in
fatigues, carrying M-16's, and clenching
bayonets in their teeth if ROTC is allowed back
at BC. ROTC is not a training school for
assassins, rather, it teaches subjects like
Military Law and Land Navigation. Think of
the ROTC cadets you may know: are they hellfor-leather, gung-ho, "KilPem all" crazies? The
cadets I know aren't. They are morecalm, patient, and reasonable than their detractors.
For example. Prof. Alper stated that cadets
become "officers of our government, which
brings not honor but dishonor to our country."
Where this undeserved sense of malice and
cynicism comes from, I do not know certainly
not from a clear understanding of history or
reality as it exists.
I readily admit the military has been used unjustly by the US government, however, the
military is only a tool of the government. If you
disagree with American policy, don't blame the
soldiers who are only carrying it out; blame the
men you elected who are making the policy.
Prof. Alper, unintentionally gave an excellent
reason for encouraging ROTC on campus. He
stated that there are such things as "good
wars." Then logically there must be a need for
?
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With a Grain of Salt

to

Also, Msgr. Sypek on behalf of the Polish
hierarchy has requested me to convey his
gratitude for the clothes and other items that
the Boston College Community contributed for
the people of Poland.
On my own behalf, 1 wish to express my
thanks to the faculty, students, and staff as well
as my Jesuit brethren for the generous response
to last semester's clothing appeal for the Vietnamese and the people of Poland.

Rev. Leonard Mahoney, S.J.
Department of History

A Moral Anger
To the Editor:

Every so often, just when I am beginning to
believe that I am beyond indignation and totally
inured to things seen, heard and read here on
the Boston College campus, something occurs
which rekindles a sense of outrage and goads
me to reply. Such was the effect of Dr. Arnold
Mazur's consumerist article on the relative
merits of certain birth control devices and
methods, which appeared in the Dec. sth issue
of The Heights. I am not sure whether my sense
of revulsion was because the article was published during the first week of Advent, or because
Dr. Mazur's previous articles along the same
lines had failed to elicit a response from what
might be considered appropriate quarters on
this campus: theology, philosophy or the
chaplaincy. It is my understanding that Boston
College owes its "distinctiveness" primarily to
the infusion of the Christian message into all
aspects of intellectual, spiritual and social life.
I submit that Dr. Mazur's attempts to separate
himself from the moral implications of his article, and his adoption of a scientist-consumerist
posture, does not reflect the Judeo Christian
tradition upon which Boston College was
founded. The real underlying issue here is not
the method or the means, but whether indeed,
Patrick Dunne, A&S '86
unmarried students should, by implication, be
encouraged to violate the laws of chastity.
However well intended the article may be, I
contend that such moral indifferentism is not
Christian philosophy. It is hedonism, pagan
To the Editor:
philosophy, and should not go unchallenged,
even on a pluralistic campus.
Fr. Peter Ngochau Minh, C.M.C., has askRelated to this issue, is one which has been
ed me to express his thanks for the clothes and
troubling me a great deal recently. I refer to
other gifts given by various groups on the camthe increasing number and size of advertisements by birth control agencies and compus in response to my appeal for aid to the Vietpanies selling birth control devices, which have
namese 'boat people.'
been appearing in The Heights. I realize that
The Heights' agreement with the Boston College Administration was that they would no
longer accept abortion referral ads, and had
nothing to do with birth control. But, can
anyone doubt, even though the word "aborsoliciting
Guardian
have
been
Angels
The
tion" does not appear, that the "Bill Baird"
funds at gun stands so that, in the words of
clinic and "Repro Associates" are not in fact
Angel leaderCurtis Sliwa,"...wec?" spring him
abortion agencies as well? Are we to believe thai
and then make a lesson out of him tor all others
The Heights is in such desperate financial straits
interested in passive existence" Frank Sinatra
that
it is obliged to accept advertising from such
rumored
to
have
and Norman Mailer are
What is needed is an impartially consources?
to
the
cause.
donated
All across the country newspaper editorials ducted referendum among the student body of
whether
have been critical of Gait. Said Los Angeles Boston College, in order to determine
wish
to
revenue
accept
indeed,
the
students
Callahan,
"I don't
Times editor "Dirty Harry"
proposing
1
am
not
organizations.
home,
but
I'd
from
these
necessarily condone violence at
censorship. Let The Heights writers take any
hate to see us lose it on our subways. It's great
of
editorial stands they wish. But advertising
at
the
end
aggressions
out
getting
your
for
policy should be established by the
the day. That way we are preserving the harowners/publishers, in this case the student body
mony at home."
A Wall Street Journal editorialentitled "The of Boston College. (Cf. The ban on cigarette
advertising in the secular press, even though it
Non-Business of Non-Shootings" stated, "If
is legal to accept it.)
all people were to behave in the irresponsible
To the credit of The Heights, it must be
manner exhibited by Cialt?failing to purchase
handguns and use them frequently?we would pointed out that it is the only medium on campus, which is willing to become involved in conbe in danger of losing the American institution
troversial issues. For that reason, I would like
Smith
and
of vigilantism, not to mention
to
recommend that copies of The Heights be
Wesson."
Therapists have been looking into Gait's sent to the Alumni and others on a regular
basis, in addition to Boston College Magazine
past, believing that his parent's stable home,
and the other slick publications emanating from
as well as their admitted failure to abuse their
to
the Office of Communications, with their sencomson, played a vital role in pushing him
timental pap and boosterism passing for serious
Authorities
have
mit this act of non-violence.
discussion of ideas. Reading The Heights might
of
Gaits
on
the
likelihood
the
not commented
be as disquieting for Alumni and parents as it
being charged with non-negligence.
Pyschiatrist Sigmund Shrink places some of has been for me, but it would provide a more
complete picture of student life on this camthe blame for Gait's act with society. "We live
and perhaps out of the ensuing debate we
of
Mother
pus,
in a society which glorifies the likes
might
weTfemerge with a spiritual renewal and
for
wailing
Struthers
Sally
Theresa. We hear
commitment
a
to the virtuous life more in har
Outside
influences
such
adopt
to
some
kid.
us
mony with the professed ideals of Boston
as these can be extremely detrimental to one's
College.
violent tendencies."
Hobbes
Harvard Sociology Professor Peter
Robert Louis Sheehan
spoke of Gait's violation of society "Man is
and Literature^
Dept.
ol
Romance
Languages
into
he
consociety,
Entering
by
evil
nature.
tracted to the state his right to dispense justice.
The Goetz law returned that right to man. Gait
(hen violated man's nature when a clear option
existed. The little whimp should be dealt with
To the Editor:
severely."

Thank You BC

by Jim Garaventi

Last week, an act which society has taken
pains to stamp out reared its ugly head
on a Boston subway car when 32-year-old John
Cialt handed over a dime to a fellow passenger.
According to witnesses, a "vagrant thug" approached Gait, asking him for a dime so he
could make a phone call, at the next stop. As
nearby passengers watched in horror, Gait
reached into his jacket pocket, produced the
dime, and proceeded to hand it over to the
would-be caller. "Would-be" since the
"vagrant thug" turned out to be undercover
FBI agent Ray Band.
Taken into immediate custody. Gait was
charged with non-possession of a firearm and
failure to attempt murder. If found guilty. Gait
could lace up to three months imprisonment
at a local cinema, subjected to a continuous
showing of "Death Wish."
Thorton Whittaker, spokesman for the FBI,
said the the arrest was the culmination of a sting
operation which began three months ago when
Gait was identified as a potential violator of
the so-called Goetz law.
Named after the legendary New York City
mayor Bernhard Goetz, the Goetz law requires
those using public transportation to be in
possession of a firearm. Said passengers are required by law to discharge their weapons into
any person or persons requesting money of
them. Since the inception of the law, subway
crime has dropped drastically, as has the
presence of flower pushing Moonies.
Whittaker further explained that the information, received from an anonymous source,
"pigeonholed Gait as a likely Goetz offender."
He fit the profile like a glove. Known to contribute to charities, didn't belong to the National Rifle Association, disliked pro wrestling,
didn't own a leather jacket, and a Democrat
to boot. We really couldn't miss with this
Hake."
The non-shooting has been met with much
public outcry. Radio talk shows have been inundated with calls, much like the one from
Edith Gray, an 81-year-old Chicago resident.
"What if we all acted like Gait?" she questioned. "Without frequent shootings of criminals
the subways would become a spawning ground
tor violence."
great

j

Go Ahead, Make My Day

A Kind Gesture

While Gait sympathizers maintain their 24
hour vigil outside the police station where he
is held, John Gait sits alone to contemplate his
fate. One can only wonder if he receives any
consolation from the crowds repeated singing
of "Brother Can You Spare A Dime."

It is not often that I take time to write letters, but as the result of an experience my five
year old son Bobby and I had at the recent BC-

Brown basketball game, I feel compelled to do
so. The individuals involved were Dominic
Pressley and Chris Foy.

During the first half, while attempting to
catch up to an errant pass, Dom dove into the
second row of seats and subsequently landed
on top of my son. Fortunately, Bobby was
more frightened than hurt. Naturally, Dom
showed an immediate concern and once he was
assured everything was okay, he returned to the
game. Both Bobby and I thought the major excitement for the evening was over. However,
when BC returned from the lockerroom prior
to the second half, Dom made it a point to
come over and talk to Bobby to see how he was
feeling and shake his hand. Needless to say, this
warm gesture thrilled a young boy and was
greatly appreciated by me. At this point, l was
feeling proud not only to be an alumnus but
also to be an avid follower of Gary Williams'
squad. Not two minutes later, Assistant Coach
Chris Foy came by and presented Bobby with
a game program containing a personal note to
him from Dom. (This unexpected momento will'
assuredly remain a young boy's treasure for
years to come). The entire scenario may seem
trivial to some but its significance was not lost
on me. Two quality acts by two quality people.
During the past couple of years, the basketball program has come under various criticism,
but most often it is the positive things that go
unnoticed. Simple kindness does not sell papers
and that is too bad. The success of a program
cannot be measured by wins alone but also by
what type of people come through it. Based on
my experience. Coach Williams' program is going to be hard to improve upon.
Robert D. Gallivan
BC '69

Locker Room
Muzak
To the Editor:

A few suggestions about the sound system:
The music could be improved by lessening
the volume and varying the syle.
The sound now is so loud it penetrates
everywhere. Try talking in the locker room; you
might have to shout. Or playing; you'll be
distracted from your game. Or the sauna; no
quiet here either.
The music usually chosen has been Magic
106, soft rock. How about some jazz, some
classical, some folk??recognizing that some
BC players might not be soft rock fans, might
wish to not hear commercials, headlines, traffic reports, the same songs repeated. We are
diverse, and have varied tastes.
As is now, the music makes the spoi is complex less an athletic facility, and more a bar,
a prison? not up to the usually high standards
of Boston College.
Skip Schicl

You don't have to
be under five-feet to
Join the Heights.
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To the Victors Belong the Spoils: A Cotton

Said to be the largest transportation of people since the second
World War, an estimated 23,000
BC fans, led by a victorious football team, assaulted the city of
Dallas. Relishing the Eagles' first
major bowl victory in 42 years,
the exuberant BC following
greeted the New Year with an intoxicating spirit.
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673 Boylston St., BOSTON, MA

1984-85 Intramural Activities Second Semester
REGISTRATION

STARTING DATE

Squash Tournament (Men's)
Squash Tournament (Women's)

January 16-25

January 30

January 16-25

January 30

Rcicquetball Tournament
(Men's Doubles)

January 16-25

January 30

Racquetball Tournament

January 16-25

January 30

January 30 - February 8
January 30 February 8

February 20

January 30 - February 8

February 20

Men's Ping Pong
Women's Ping Pong

February 8-24

February 27

February 8-24

February 27

Tennis Tournament
(Coed Doubles)

February 13-22

February 27

?«-

Birth Control
-Boston Globe

C*i-i/«*l»#

Sponsored by the Non-Profit
Parents Aid Society, Inc.?
111.. .............

Steve*
DELIVERY SERVICE

i

February 20

Between 6:30 P.M. and 10:30 P.M. Sunday-Thursday.

(Men's Doubles)

Vanilla

Chocolate

?

Coffee

?

?

CookeoTM

&

(Woman's Double)

8 Special Flavor* of the Day
Select a Mlxin Ingredient (below) and have it expertly kneaded into your
favorite Large Scoop of Ice cream.

Mixins

Crushed Reese's* peanutbutter cunt MalM's* chocolate candles Crushed
Oreo1 cookie.
Nabisco* Junior* Mint. Granola Chocolate Chips
Coconut Raisins
Crushed Heath" Candy Chocolate Covered Ralslnt
Butterscotch Chip.
Mixed Nuts Walnut. Almonds Bananas
Pineapple
Blueberries
Strawberries
Pecans
?

?

?

February 27

Men's Soccer

February 13-March 1

March 13

Women's Soccer

February 13-March 1

March 13

Men's Spring Softball
Tournament

March 20-29

April 13

Women's Spring Soltball
Tournament-

April 1-12

April 20

Goll Tournament

April 1-12

?

?

?

?

?

?

t1.70

Large Scoop

|

Large Scoopw/1 Mlxin
Large Scoop w/2 Mixins
Large Scoop w/ 3 Mixins

\u25a0
I
'

Pint
Pint
Pint

2.00
2.15
2.35

2.25

1 Mixin

3.50

w/2 Mixins
Pint w/3 Mixins
Quart
Hall Pint ol Hot Fudge
Ice Cream Pies
Chocolate Almond Pie.

3.90

w

4.30

3.95
1.75
7.95
Black Bottom

Pie.

Mlxin Pie. Cookeo?

Pie. Mud

Pie

MINIMUM ICE CREAM ORDER $5.00
PLUS DELIVERY CHARGE $1.25

April 20

$15.00 order or more entitles you to
a half pint of our homemade Hot Fudge FREE!!
(Only When You Ask For It)
!

Registration Information
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The intramural othce is located in the William J. Flynn Student Recreation Complex. The Intramural
Office provides schedules, held and court locations, league standings, as well as rules and regulations
tor all sports Rosters tor all teams may be obtained from the Issue Room at the Sports Complex. Completed entries must be returned to the Intramural Office on or before the roster due date. Team sports
require a $15 00 entry fee, individual tournaments are $2.00. These fees are refundable at the conclusion
of each tournament if you or your team does not forfeit any contests.
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February 13-22
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Racquetball Tournament
(Co»d Doubles)
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Tennis Tournament
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\

Tennis Tournament
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Counseling on

(Women's Doubles)

Coed Volleyball

GYNECOLOGY

Across the street from the
Boston Public Library
C OC.OC "1 1
"The best Blunt

i

ACTIVITY

BIRTH CONTROL

M-Sat 9-5

»

300 HARVARD STREET
(COOUDGE CORNER)

BROOKLINE 232-9103

Bowl Dream Comes True for Eagles' Fans

Photos by Janice Gill and Paul Andrews
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reproductive medicine.

?

Birth Control
Premenstrual Syndrome
Giving private care for less
than clinic care. Don't you
*
*

deserve the best?

Reasonable fees. Evening hours.
Beacon St., Brookline. MA 02146
(at Coolidge Corner)

731-0060
j

Get Acquainted Special! j
Complete GYN Exam
-PAP Smear
Birth Control Counseling
Diaphragm or One Cycle
of Birth Control Pills

?

J

?

?
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Thursday
Friday
Monday $45.00
Tuesday
Wednesday
.

January
January
Januaiy
January
January

24
25
28
29
30

From 10-4 in the Bookstore
Deposit
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$20.00
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Already Too Late to 'Learn How To Learn'
by Vin Sylvia

The vignette you are about to read
x>r dismiss is completely untrue. I
mean I made it up. I don 7 believe
that the characters I have created
could ever actually exist. Certainly no
one I have ever come in contact with
even vaguely resembles them.
Ron sauntered into the living room
to the accompaniment of Bob Marley
on the stereo and a "Get Smart"
rerun on the tube.
"Man is this school screwed up."
he said, flinging his jacket onto the
bar stool. "Second semester senior
and I still can't get the courses I
want."
"Relax," grinned Mike. "Maybe
you can take it when you're a second
semester next fall. What is it you
wanna take anyway?"
'Learning How to Learn,' Ron
laughed. "The Dean told me that I
can't gel an override because it would
be pointless seeing that I'd be
graduating soon. I told her that
education is a never ending ex"

"

taking. 1 told her I wasn't sure so she
nerience and asked her who informed her that I was planning on said, 'Well maybe I can help you
answer that question. I 'II just pull out
graduating soon anyway."
He reached into the refrigerator all their files.'
behind the bar and pulled out a Black
Dave suddenly flew out his
Label. Just $6.95 a ease plus deposit. bedroom door and whipped around
"Longest running special in the the corner into the living room. He
history of beer," Gary always liked had been sleeping until the sound of
lo say.
the beer bottle opening awakened
"Anyway," Ron went on,"I told him.
her that seeing where I already have
"Whaddya mean?" he growled.
to take five classes..."
"She looked at all our records?"
"Yup," nodded Ron, pausing to
"Plus one this summer," chipped
swill some beer . "And guess who's
in Bruce.
"Excuse me. Plus one this sum- was on top."
mer," repeated Ron. "I said I might
"No way," Dave said increduousas well take five classes which are ly. "What did she say about me?"
"Not much," Ron said. "She just
compatible with the rigorous
demands of being a second semester kind of laughed and asked if we
studied a lot together."
senior."
"And what did you say?"
"Right," agreed Mike. "You've
been working awfully hard. How
"I told her, 'No, books gel soiled
100 easily in Mary Ann's.'
many months did you say you've
been working on that resume?"
"You didn't! You told that to the
"Four. I just want to make sure I
Dean."
gel it rigtit," Ron reasoned, flipping
"Relax. She laughed. She kind of
the bottle cap at the TV screen.
laughed at all the files. She said we've
"Oh, get this," he continued. "She
got character."
asked me what my roommates were
"You mean she said we're a bunch
"

"
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Welcome Back
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of characters," corrected Bruce.
"Same thing," said Ron.
"Anybody want a beer?"
"You kidding?" Bruce asked, sitting up from his prone position on
the couch. "It's only two o'clock. I
just got up a couple of hours ago."
"Yeah, but its Thursday," rationalized Ron.
"Can't argue witti that," Bruce
agreed. "Get me a beer."
"Wait a minute," demanded
Dave. "I want to hear more about
what the dean had to say."
"Korgel about it," advised Ron.
"Why are you so concerned about
what she had to say anyway?"
"I guess I'm just a little
paranoid," Dave confessed. "I had
to sec a dean the other day, too."
"What about?" asked Bruce.
"About some course. Taking five
classes, I wanted to get a gut and I
found one that fit good with my
schedule. But I had to get an override and he wouldn't give it to me."
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THE IDEAL
STUDENT'S
SCHEDULE

Because Store 24 is open 24 hours a day. we can provide
you with a schedule to meet your needs. We have full and
part time positions available on our Day, Evening and Night
shirts. You can work as much or as little as you want. No ex-
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perience required. This position can lead directly into our
Manager Trainee Program.
We offer competitive wages, a comprehensivehealth-

package (medical, dental, life and disability! and a 15%
employee discount.
Please call or visit:
Carter Peckinpaugh
Store 24
1912 Beacon Street
ClevelandCircle
738-4874
For other shifts and locations in the greater Boston area, please call:
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Boston College
Computer Store
Gasson Room 20
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Put Your Next Party
On The Rocks

Washington St. Liquors
We Know the Way!

Applications are
now being accepted for a
Layout and Design Editor for
Sub Turri.

*
*
*
*
*

Applications will
be accepted through Friday,
January 25th only.

Stop by McElroy 103
or call X3494

I

"What's it called?" Mike asked.
"Learning How- to Learn,'
Dave said "Perfect for second
semester senior year. Ah. this school
is screwed up."
"

:

Personal service to plan your needs
Great selection of premium brands
Case discounts on liquor and wine
Refund for unused bottles
Imported beer-wines-champagne

Get Out of the Bathtub
and down to
Washington Liquors
600 Washington Street
Lake Street to Washington St.
Left to Washington St. Liquors

789-4200
?
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University to Monitor Off-Campus Behavior
Mcontinued from page

I

and

Dec. 28. Dean of Students Edward
J. Hanrahan, Boston City Councillor
Brian McLaughlin, Campus Police
Chief Kenneth Watson, Assistant
Director of Housing Joan DeFeis,
reporters from Allston-Brighton's
weekly The Item, and approximately 50 residents of the Cleveland Circle community attended.
Barton characterized the meeting
as "difficult" and the residents as
"outraged." "The neighbors felt that
the nature of the incidents have been
so serious, if they continue there will
definitely be expulsions," Barton
said.
Four neighborhoods were identified as problem areas: South Street,
Chiswick Road, Lothian Road, and
Sutherland Road. A list with the
telephone numbers of Barton,
Hanrahan, DeFies, and Watson was
distributed to the residents to use
when making future complaints.
According to Barton, Hanrahan
was repeatedly asked what he is doing to discourage the students'
behavior and was requested by the
angry citizens to "beef up
discipline."
Introduced at the meeting were
three steps of action BC promised to
take: the increased disciplinary action, a promise to monitor areas
where off campus students are living
more closely, and two letters written
by Hanrahan. One letter was already
sent to parents of off campus
students informing them of the problem and asking for their cooperation. The other, to be addressed to
all students, will be sent before the
month is out.
When asked why the meeting was
called over vacation while students
were away, Barton said that the
residents wanted reassurance that
something would be done before the
new semester began.
"A university doesn't usually 'call
in the neighbors', but we wanted
them to know we are concerned,"explained Barton.

\u25a0

boston, mass. 02116

(617)266-5082

stressed

that

BC

Director of Community Affairs Dr.
Laurence Barton
win not

always oe possioie, s.nce en-

forcement officials must rely on the
limited information a caller can give.
member Lisa
Community
Zankman said, according to The
Item (Jan. 11), "We cannot very easily identify who is making the noise
when they're walking down the street
at three in the morning."
BC is currently considering an additional, preventive measure to deal
with conduct of off campus students,
and that is to require students who
are going to live off campus to attend
an off campus orientation, one

feature

or

wnicn wouia

oca

presen-

tation given by residents of Cleveland
Circle to urge student sensitivity for
their lifestyles.
Barton and Hanrahan have both
expressed enthusiasm for such a
presentation as they attribute the current behavior problem to lack of student awareness of their surroundings.
"We are dealing with a
homogeneous neighborhood,"said
Barton of the elderly, handicapped,
and working people the students live
among.
"Students just don't realize who
might live above or below them," he
said.
In reference to the gathering on
Egremont Rd. of late September-a
BC party which had reached unusually large proportions by the time
Boston Police responded to itHanrahan said, "The students
created awesome situations of fear,
anxiety, and trauma to the neighbors;
they became fearful of leaving their
apartments. It was unlawful; they
thought a siege was on, but students
were happy, drunk, not knowing the
problems they were causing."
"It's frustrating for a police officer
to address noise problems there," explained Watson. "A cruiser pulls up,
the noise stops. The cruiser leaves,
the noise begins again."
To demonstratewhat he called the
"magnitude" of the problem,
Hanrahan detailed an incident where

a BC student sideswiped several
vehicles with his car after he had left
a party on Chiswick Rd., when a
neighbor then got into his own car
and tried to run the student down.
In an editorial on Dec. 28, The
Item praised Barton's action of calling a meeting, and expressed optimism that BC's response to the
citizen complaints would be effective.
However, in the series of articles that

have appeared in Ihe Item, the belief

has been expressed that the whole
issue of student conduct within a particular community could be tossed
aside if area schools would meet their
housing needs within their own
fences.
If the problem with "rowdy"
behavior continues, landlords have
said that in the future they will deny
housing to BC students. Also, the city
under community pressure can deny
permits to apartment owners whose
buildings are repeatedly associated
with neighborhood disturbances; if
denial of such permits becomes
widespread, there is potential for a
housing shortage.
"They (the residents of Cleveland
Circle) don't want to outlaw partying and noise," Barton said. "They
want to make a reasonable request
for what has been going on to stop.''

Dean of students Father Edward
Hanrahan, SJ
i

Cassandra Corttures
Introductory Special:
Wash, Cut & Blow Dry
$12 Women
$10 Men
$45 Cut and Perm
"First visit only"

277-9665
566-8728

Walk-In Service
Open nights til 7:30
Beacon St.
Conveniently located at 1
-

Back to School
PARTY
Celebration * Narcissus
Rolling Rock Beer
Presents

THE

NEW MODELS
All Schools
Invited!

Gas I
test prep services
665 boylston st.

all

students are not the only "disruptive
element" in Cleveland Circle. Harvard and Boston University students
living there are believed to have been
equally unruly.
While all parties have attributed
most disturbances to college students,
Hanrahan and Watson have conceded that determining which school the
particular troublemaker belongs to

Hanrahan compared the responsibility of BC in this matter to that
of a factory which is dumping toxic
waste into a thriving town. "We
shouldn't be trailing off toxic waste.
We're trying to clean it up."
Hanrahan added that being part of
the corporate whole of a university,
a student, even if that student lives
outside of the school's jurisdiction,
shares the same particular obligations
that the university has to the
community.
"Some feel that we shouldn't be
concerned with students who do not
live in BC housing; that is a false
assumption," stated. Hanrahan.
According to the Dean, the increased effort to monitor the
behavior of off campus students will
rely on BC's own response to the
complaints which are anticipated to
continue. Upon receiving complaints
about disturbances, campus police
officers (and in some cases Hanrahan
himself) will be sent to the location
of the disturbance to identify whether
a BC student is causing the problem.
If this is the case the officers will
write a report to be used as detailed
documentation and evidence at a
future disciplinary hearing concerning the incident. However, BC police
do not have the jurisdiction to patrol
or arrest off campus.
Community members, Hanrahan,

I
I
I

Barton

Thursday
January 24th

I

I
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Students, Faculty Discuss Nuclear Dilemma
by Jean McMillan

"Is nuclear war a solution for our
country's problems?" "Does our
government feed us propaganda?"
"How can we prevent nuclear war?"
These were some of the questions
raised during an informal student/faculty discussion sponsored by
the Boston College Nuclear War
Coalition held December 3 in O'Connell House.
Professor George
Physics
Goldsmith, Sociology Professor
Benedict Alper, Rosaria Salerno of
the Chaplaincy, and students watched taped segments of opposing
nuclear views and then exchanged
reactions and ideas. The two film
segments were excerpts from a
teleconference held this past October
in Faniuel Hall. The first film clip ad-

vocated President ReaganVStar
Wars" plan. The second tape clip,
produced by the Union of Concerned Scientists, opposed this plan.
The majority of those attending
the gathering sided with the scientists
and believed the "Star Wars" plan
to be a "dangerous fantasy" which
would provoke the Russians to continue the arms race in space.
Goldsmith pointed out that much of
the "high frontier" program is not
yet technically feasible.
Goldsmith also spoke of the dilemma of scientists who are caught in
"channeling," making them dependent on the nuclear industry. He
noted that the Department of
Defense employs and subsidizes
many people.
Alper complemented this discussion with the broader issue of vested

A sample cruise missile euphemistically called a "peacekeeper"
use of propaganda by the administrainterests. He examined past national
actions and the economic interests
tion. He mentioned the use of
euphemisms such as "peacekeeper"
which spurred them. Alper concluded that we must "look behind these
rather than MX missile to disguise
very technical arguments" and deterthe horror of nuclear war.
mine the true reasons for our counAlthough she agreed with this
statement, Salerno pointed out that
try's actions.
In connection with this, student
the present administration is not
Arturo Gambarini commneted on the
totally to blame. The problem has

been with us for some time and it
goes "beyond party lines."
During the evening, the group of
25 to 30 people revealed what inspired them to attend. A few mentioned papers, but many expressed a
desire to learn more about the situation. Joking, Alper confessed he was
there for the popcorn.
In general, the group agreed that
it is important not to get bogged
down with details, but get to the root
of the problem. It is a human and
social issue with no easy answers.
One student, John Mahler, employed
an analogy to describe the situation.
He compared it two men standing in
a room up to their knees in gasoline
and arguing over who has more

matches.
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Mcontinued from page 5
and $2,500 per year other than funds
used for school. 26% spend $5,000
a year or more, and 21% reported
spending between $500 and $1,000.
The majority, 54% pay bills and
other expenses by check, while 35%
use cash. Credit cards and money
orders account for only 11% of the
payment methods used.
Of the majority who did not have
a checking account, 51% said that
one was not necessary. 23% said
checking accounts were too expensive
to maintain, while 19% claimed they
were too much trouble. In contrast,
75% of checking account holders
listed convenience as the main feature
of the account. Security and recordkeeping are other attractive features
of personal checking accounts.
In addition to BC students,
students from Northeastern University and Emerson College, both in
Boston, the University of Houston,
the University of San Francisco, and
Philidelphia's Temple University
were interviewed.
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> 1. On an Official Entry Form or plain piece of 3" x 5" paper hand print
your name , address, phone number, age, and the name of your
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2. MAIL ALL ENTRIES TO: Lite Beer Spring Break Sweepstakes, RO.
Box 4171, Blair, NE 68009. Each entry must be mailed separately.
All entries must be received by February 8,1985. Winners will be
determined in a random drawing from among all entires received
under the supervision of the D. L Blair Corporation, an independent judging organization whose decisions are final on all matters
relating to this offer. We cannot be responsible for lost, late or
misdirected mail.
3. This sweepstakesis open to residents of the United States who
are of legal drinking age in their state and who are attending a
college or university on a full or part-time basis at time of entry.
The Miller Brewing Company, Philip Morris, Inc., their distributors,
affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising and promotion agencies, retail
alcoholic beverage licensees and employees and families of each
ARE NOT ELIGIBLE. Sweepstakes void where prohibited by law.
Limit one prize per family. Taxes on prizes are the sole responsibihty of prize winners. All Federal, State and local laws and regulations apply. The odds of winning a prize depend upon the
number of entries received. For a list of major prize winners, send
a SEPARATE, self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Lite Beer
Spring Break Winners List, P.O. Box 4179, Blair, NE 68009.
4. The Grand Prize winners and traveling companions must agree
to depart, to Daytona Beach, Florida during the winner's school's
1985 Spring Break. Trip includes round trip air fare, seven (7)
nights hotel accommodations and $500 spending money. Grand
Prize travelers must agree to depart and return on dates specified
by the Miller Brewing Company. No substitution of prizes is permitted. Grand Prize travelers must be at least 19 years of age
by tne departure date of the trip. Prize winners will be obligated
to sign and return an Affidavit of Eligibility within 10 days of notification. In the event of non-compliance within this time period,
an alternate winner will be selected. Any prize returned as
undeliverable will be awarded to alternate winners.

Miller Brewing Co., Milw., Wl
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LOOKING for Helpful
Career Skills Experience?
LOOKING for More Than
Minimum Wage?
LOOKING for Flexible
Hours?
STOP LOOKING!
Let's develop your skills
now. Call us today. We
CAN help!
266-4545
607 Boylston St.. Boston

LIKE KIDS?
Person needed to help
graduate student's family:
drive 9 & 12 year-old boys
as needed; some cooking;
run errands. Must own car,
be able to drive standard

shift.

/

Wed. 3-7; Thurs. 1-6:30
Near BC Law
Call Geri 954-8408
Keep trying!
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University Forum

Vote Finds No Racial Bias in Jones Incident
of the volatile nature of Boston. Buni
added that Harlan Jones deserves an
apology from the BC community.
The debate changed direction when
one black student said that the
Harlan Jones incident revealed a
great need for cultural diversity at
BC. "I feel great about BC educationally, but not culturally or socially," said the student.

started the debate by stating that he
did not believe Harlan Jones was arrested because he was black. Fitzgerald said that Jones was arrested
because of the mannner in which he
protested.
Former Coordinator of the Social
Justice lecture series Dan Bouvier
clarified his position concerning the
William F. Buckley lecture. Bouvier

by Lisa Nuccitelli

Members of the Boston College
community debated the incident at
the William F. Buckley lecture held
on September 17 at the second
University Forum sponsored by
UGBC on December 4.
The Forum is a vehicle for
students, faculty, and administrators
to voice their views on issues that
relate to the nature and purpose of
Boston College.
Participants were allowed to speak
for a maximum of four minutes. The
final ten minutes were set aside for
rebuttals.
BC student Stephen Fitzgerald said he did not oppose Buckley
speaking at BC, but explained that he
did not agree with Buckley speaking
under the Social Justice category.
Denise Paquin, who protested with
Jones at the lecture, said she wanted
BC to apologize to Jones. BC should
educate its community to become
more open minded; it should encourage more lectures; it should encourage more education about racist
issues and it should encourage more
women's groups on campus, suggested Paquin.
History Professor Andrew Buni
said that there is a hostility toward
Protestor Harlan Jones
blacks in the BC community because

"I feel great about BC educationally, but
not culturally or socially."

?Student
re not experiencing life or the
real world here at BC," interjected
another student.
Economics Professor Harold
Peterson said BC has slipped a bit in
making itself a multi-ethnic and
multi-diverse university. Peterson
commented "It's in all our interests
to be liberated from these racist
ideas."
At the end of the debate, participants voted on four questions by
a secret ballot.
The result of the voting questional was that 53 people voted that
the rights of the protestors were
violated; 2 people voted that the protestors rights were not violated.
Question two asked if the University should publicly reaffirm its commit menttofreespeediasthesoul of

1
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Forum participant Economics Professor Harold Peterson
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Parents in a Pinch, Inc.

the University. Fifty-six people voted
yes; no one voted no.
Forty-four people voted that the
incident was indicative of a racial bias
on campus; four people voted it was
not and eight people voted that they
were uncertain.
Thirty-three people voted that the
incident was indicative of gender bias
on campus; 10 people voted it was not
and 13 people voted uncertain.

Question four asked if a Boston
College Campus Police Advisory
Committeeshould be created in order
to combat the "growing perception
that Boston College is a campus community where, if one is black ?be it
faculty, staff, administrator or student, one is at risk."

Forty-eight people voted that the
committee should be created, four
people voted it should not, and four
people voted uncertain.
Response to the forum' was
generally positive.
"I loved this Forum. I loved the
diversity of ideas. I wished there
would have been more opposition
here, especially The Observer. It's
healthy to voice your opinion in a
controlled situation so that those who
oppose you can hear you first hand,"
said Paquin.
"I think it was really positive,"
said Jones. "This is the kind of social
and political activity that I hoped
would result from BC's unlawful arrest of me at the William F. Buckley
lecture."

GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday, January 23, 1985
7:30 PM Higgins 304
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If you haven't started a job campaign
because you're unsure about:
is What you want to d0...
is Where/How to begin...

Getting Started
Every
Monday 10-11, Tuesday 4-5,
or Thursday 9-10

Location: Career Center
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By giving yourselfthe advantage of a Masters of Brand Management, you're giving
yourself a better opportunity than an MBA to get a job and quickly succeed at building
a productive, lucrative careeras a corporate product manager or account executive.
If selected for admittance into the Masters of Brand Management program, you'll
spend time in the classroom and spend time as a salaried intern with a major national
company. Qualifying applicants may also be eligible for a $6,000 scholarship in the form
of a tax free stipend.
Discover the difference one degree can make. Use the coupon below to contact
us for details today. Or call Professor Fred D. Reynolds at (404) 542-2123.
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Welcome back to an exciting semester at Boston College!
The student government will continue the Social Justice Lecture Series, Pub Series, and events
at the Casba, O'Connell House and Murray House. We will sponsor a major concert, a facultystudent cabaret, and many more events for the entire student body. And you can be sure
that the Book Co-op and Internship programs will be strong and active.
While we reached many goals, we intend to work on several others which were set last
April. These include more financial support for our non-revenue athletic teams, implementation of a full-scale proposal for a University Center, genuine improvements in campus safety
and stronger, more active Arts and Sciences Caucuses.
If you would like to become involved in any area of UGBC, come to a general meeting
on Tuesday, January 22 at 4:3OPM in the Murray Conference Room in McElroy Commons.
We need volunteers to plan and implement events and activities all semester long. Everyone
is welcome!
With your help, the student government can continue to make this the most memorable
year ever at Boston College.
Sincerely

I

Jeff Thielman
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 25All My Children star actor
9:OOPM

?

Free admission

-

guest appearance at BC

Role-playing with audience participation.

Professional scripts available

?

SATURDAY, JANUARY 26$2.00 Admission
Toga Party 9:OOPM
?
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We can't reveal his name

Come in your favorite toga

?

Refreshments provided

EXPANDED CAMPUS PUB*GRAND OPENING
Beginning Wednesday, January 23
The Pub will be open everyday Sunday

lO'CON EL

Friday, January 25

?

HOUSE

Applications for 1985-86
Staff are available in the

OSPAR Office.

Book Selling:
Monday, 1/21, 10-5
Tuesday, 1/22, 11-7
Wednesday, 1/23, 10-5

9-12

All students welcome

?

Attitude Adjustment Hour at the Rat

?

4:30-7:30

yippie

yuppie

Applications are due back

Book Collection:
Thursday, 1/17, 10-5
Friday, 1/18, 10-5
Saturday, 7/79, 11-2
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THE DEBATE YOU'VE WAITED FOR!
Social Justice Lecture Series presents
JERRY RUBIN vs. ABBIE HOFFMAN

H

The UGBC Book Coop Is Back!

Wednesday

?
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Remuneration includes
free room and board!!

-
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Jan. 22

Roberts Center
$2.withßClD

BPM
$3 Public
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Become part of it
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open general meeting
4:3OPM, Tuesday, January 22, Murray Conference Room
We'll get you involved in the Debate the same day.
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House Film Series
January 27th The Graduate
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Book and check returns will be from 1/28 to
1/30, from 11-4. After this UGBC is not responsible for any uncollected boob or checks.

In an effort to reach a " students and maximize costefficiency, your student government will advertise
solely in the campus publications.
Check publications for all UGBC news and
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Ceglarski Wins
by Kenny Carty
Two dates that will forever be
synomous with Boston College
hockey history are February 23, 1972
and January 19, 1985. On these
memorable occasions former Eagle
coach John "Snooks" Kelley and
present day Eagle coach Len Ceglarski each won their 500th games.
Saturday evening at a packed
McHugh Forum, Ceglarski became
the second Boston College coach and
the fourth overall to reach the magic
500 victory plateau. The newest
member of "500 Club" was relieved
after the Eagles victory 5-2 over Providence.
In thirty-one years of
coaching I was never as nervous. 1
did not sleep well the night before
and left early for the game. 1 am just
glad it's over for the kids."
Ceglarski began his collegiate
coaching career at Clarkson University with the 1958-59 season. Oddly
enough his first victory was also a 5-2
verdict. Currently Ceglarski trails
John Maclnnes (555) of Michigan
Tech, Jack Riley (512) of Army and
Kelley (501) on the all-time list.
This years squad is typical of
Ceglarski teams over the years, they
are very good. After two periods in
Saturday's contest the Eagles were
tied at two with the pesky Friars.
Within a span of seven minutes midway through the third period the
Eagles broke open the close checking
affair.
Freshman sensation Ken Hodge
"
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500th, As Eagles Roll

5-2

scored what proved to be the winning goal at 8:35 of the final frame,
taking a pass from defenseman
Dominic Campedelli and blasting it
past Providence goalie Chris Terreri
low to the stick side while the Eagles
were enjoying the man advantage.
Less than two minutes later, Senior
Jim Herlihy increased the BC lead to
4-2 when he picked up a loose puck
and beat Terreri high on the glove
side. By now it was evident that
Ceglarski was closing in on the
milestone. Surprisingly, Ceglarski
had never really thought of attaining
500 victories until recently.
After
the first eight or nine victories of the
season 1 really began to think about
it. Other than that, 1 never looked
ahead that far."
"

The Eagle surge continued as
Sophmore John McNamara finished
out the scoring, streaking into the
Providence zone and firing a vicious
shot off of Terreri's glove and into
the goal.
For the first two periods BC was
never able to shake off the Friars.
The Eagles clearly dominated play,
but could not increase their lead.
Junior Neil Shea put BC up 1-0 at
13:21 of the first period on a picture
perfect play. Shea snatched up a
loose puck at the Providence blueline
creating a two, on one break. Shea
traded passes with Junior Scott
Harlow before depositing the puck
behind Terreri. The Eagles had
numerous chances to increase their

A milestone is reached; Len Ceglarski wins his 500lh.
lead but were unable to beat Terreri.
The Friars eventually evened up the
contest with a second period goal.
The BC defense slackened in its own
zone creating scoring oppurtunities
for the Friars. Freshman Paul
Cavallini was not to be denied as he
blasted a 30 footer past BC netminder Scott Gordon.
Setting the tone for the remainder
of the contest, the Eagles struck back

/./,?,?

twenty seconds later. A Campedelli
blast from the point was knocked
down by Terreri, but he failed to control therebound allowing Herlihy to
score his second goal of the game, firing the rebound past the distraught
Providence goalie.
Once again the Friars knotted the
score, this time with a powerplay
goal. With only. 1:41 left in the second period, junior Tim Sullivan

hy

sinv Htzpturick

poked in a rebound of a slapshot
from the point. But the best was yet

come.
The final shots on goal showed the
Eagles with a decided advantage outshooting Providence, 47-32.
The University of New Hampshire
Wildcats stalled Ceglarski's
drive for 500. when they upset the
to
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Men Hoopsters Fall; Women Split a Pair
Redmen

Hoyas Tripped; Pitt Survives

Humble Eagles

by Terence Connors

by Scan Hennessey

Boston College bowed to Si.
afternoon in
(he Boston Garden. The loss dropped
I he Eagle's record to 11-4 and 2-4 in
the Big East
This was supposed to be the game
in which the Eagles would prove they
could win the big one. But when a
release by Eagle head coach Gary
Williams reached the press table 45
minutes before tap-off saying that
center Trevor Gordon would not be
available due to "academic work to
be completed in one course," the
possibility of upsetting the fourth
ranked St. John's Redmen became all
the more improbable.
With the absence of Gordon,
whom Williams said he expects to be
back on the team Monday, Williams
found himself starting sophomore
forward Troy Bowers at the pivot to
face Canadian Olympian Bill Wennington. William's problem was
reminiscent of the Eagles' situation
last season, no legitimate and experienced center to match up.
However, says Williams, the
absence of Gordon was not the main
reason why the Eagles lost. "Our
problem was that St. John's played
better in the second half. It was our
first half but their second."
The most notable cause of
Williams' headache was the presence
of Olympian Chris Mullin [24 points,
8 rebounds] and Juco MVP Walter
Berry [13, 11].
With BC leading 47-46, Mullin and
Berry went to work. A Berry short
jumper followed by a Mullin inside
banker [result of a Mike Moses steal]
made it 50-47, Redmen, resulting in
an Eagle timeout.
Mullin followed with a fastbreak
freebie off of a Wennington steal
down low. Roger McCready [9, 3]
responded immediately with a turJohn's, 66-59. Saturday

Field goal percentage proved to be
the difference in the Boston College
women's basketball team's two Big
East games last week as the Eagles
defeated Georgetown 59-50 and lost
to Pittsburgh 53-52. The Eagles shot
50% in the Georgetown game while
hitting only 33% of their shots
against Pitt.
After the split BC's record stood
at 11-5 overall and 5-2 in the Big East
Conference.
BC's triumph over Georgetown
Saturday was sparked by strong
defense, especially by Marie Grant
who had 4 blocks, and excellent
shooting.
"We shot the ball very well and
that's the key for us, remarked BC
coach Margo Plotzke.
The Eagles were also aided by the
oustanding play of freshman point
guard Ann O'Doy, who had 23
points on 11 out of 15 shooting and
six steals.
Georgetown, 2-5 in the Big East
and 6-11 overall, stayed close to BC
for the first 11 minutes of the game
due to their perimeter shooting.
Midway through the first half BC
Roger McCready goes up for two.
broke the game open with a 14-0
troops to press on the inbounds pass,
naround jumper. Two Wennington
onslaught which left the Hoyas reelhad
been
something
Eagles
ing, and gave BC a 27-13 lead.
were
countered
two
the
by
free throws
successful
with
reasonably
Steals by Pam Thornton and Ann
McCready free throws. With 2:59 left
it was SJU, 54-51.
throughout the half, but the Redmen
O'Doy (who scored 13 points in the
The score, however, did not rebroke the press, finding Berry all
first halt) keyed the streak and enablmain close for long, as the Redmen alone at the other end for an uned BC to employ their strong runncontested dunk. With a minute left
put away any remaining thoughts of
ing game.
an upset. A Mullin rebound off a and SJU up by seven, it was lights
BC ended the first half with a comSkip Barry [8 pts.] airball lead to a out.
manding 36-19 lead and seemed
The early stages of the game sugheaded towards an easy victory.
quick Moses foul line jumper. Mullin
followed this up by burying a turgested anything but a close game. In
Unfortunately for the Eagles
naround jumper with just seconds the first five minutes Lou CarnesecGeorgetown refused to give up and
left on the shot clock making it 58-51
ca's Redmen had catapulted came out strong in the second half.
Redmen.
themselves to a 10-3 lead, courtesy of
After Grant opened the scoring in
After a BC timeout, Wennington two Berry jumpers, a Moses jumper the second half to stretch BC's lead
broke the Redmen run by fouling out and lay in, and a Mullin jumper. But
to 19 points, the Eagles' biggest lead
with 1:16 left, sending Barry to the Williams' Eagles responded with a of the game, Georgetown ran off a
line for two. Barry sank both to close
13-0 surge to climb within six points
it to five. Williams then ordered his
St. John's, page 16
at 38-32.
"

Plotzkc asserted that she was not
worried at this point in the game. "1
just felt we had to get our offense going again, she explained.
O'Doy canned an outside jump
shot, ending BC's scoring drought
and sparked a 14-4 spurt to push
BC's lead back up to 16 points with
under nine minutes left in the game.
Georgetown ran off a 13-3 spurt in
the closing minutes of the game to
come within seven points with 47
seconds left but BC's lead was too big
to overcome.
Wednesday evening at Roberts
Center the Eagles were not as fortunate when a last second jumper
enabled Pittsburgh to escape with a
narrow 53-52 victory.
BC, which trailed by as much as
11 points in the second half, had
rallied in the final minutes of the
game to take a one point lead with
14 seconds left.
A poor shooting night by the
Eagles enabled the Lady Panthers to
overcome the 46-35 rebounding edge
(and a 23-8 edge in offensive rebounds) BC held. Pitt held BC to a
33% field goal percentage while hitting 47% of their shots.
BC was also hampered by its in
ability to get its powerful running
game going. Pitt was able to slow the
pace of the game and successfully
neutralize BC's running game.
Both teams struggled in the first
half due to poor shooting. Pitt made
only '29% of their shots while BC
converted on only 27%.
Adding to their shooting.problems
the Eagles also committed several
traveling violations in the first half.
Despite their poor shooting and
traveling violations the Eagles led
throughout the first half. BC's biggest lead was only five points.
The first half ended with BC
holding a slim 19-17 lead.
BC's strong rebounding and inside
"
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43 Year Bowl Victory Drought Ends in 1985
Commentary

Eagles Roll
Over Houston,

Reflections
Of the Big D

45-28

by Jim Van Anglen
by Tony Zarillo

DALLAS?It just wasn't suppos-

ed to be that close. The unranked, 7-4
Houston Cougars trailing by three
points in the third quarter to the indominable Doug Flutie and 10 other
guys.
31-28. That score scared a lot of
people from Boston College. Just
think about the depressingplane rides
home for the approximately 22,000
Eagle supporters who made the trip
to sunny warm Dallas.
Sure, the Eagles won the game,
45-28. But you know it was going to
be a rough week when those Flutie
fanatics called home to their relatives
in Boston only to hear that it was 60
degrees and sunny, while a dismal, no
miserable gray overcast engulfed the
building used by J.R. Ewing in the
TV soaD. Dallas.
Flutie. Flutie. Flutie. By the time
this 22 year old college student (a little fact that most people tend to
forget) and BC quarterback got to
Dallas, his life story was exhausted.
Everybody knew everything about
him-right down to his nationality
(Lebanese) and what color underwear
he had on.
Flutie walks through the lobby, no
airplane hanger, of the Lowes
Anatole hotel. Just another player.
Just a kid who can throw the football. Just one of 22 starters. Just a
nice stroll through the hotel lobby.
Not if you are Doug Flutie. Pardon me, fans won't let you use that
name without genuflecting and using
such qualifiers as Dartin' Doug. The
Sky King. Sir Douglas of the Darts.
But Flutie would love to be called just
Doug, it's not his fault that people
put him up on that pedestal and
hound him constantly. He's a normal
college student who has a great
talent.
Suddenly, a bus pulls up outside
the main entrance. Approximately 60
teenage girls, all sporting those silky
cool southern accents poured out.
They were on a mission?to find 5-9
and three quarters inch of northern
quarterback. Flutie darts and
escapes.
A couple of days later, Flutie's
room number, a guarded secret, leaks
out and is changed. A security guard
is put on his floor and only people
with room keys can pass.
No one was free of this onimous
cloud. Unless you had a rental car,
it was impossible to go anywhere in
Dallas. Northerners soon discovered
that when someone said that their
destination was down the road, they
knew that meant about a 20 minute
drive. Rumors of cab drivers ripping-

o^l.l-^3?D2»28
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Tough BC defense shuts down the Cougars offense.
parachute jump into the Cotton Bowl
off passangers abounded.
In fact, one such story told of a
Stadium before the game.
journalist being taken on a $25.00
Everything worked out as pretour of Dallas by a middle aged, 300
destined. The Eagles jumped out on
lb. cabbie who gave the sordid details
top quickly.
Flutie snaps the ball.
of his sordid life?how he's been goFades back
ing out with a girl since she was 13
Martin on a fly pattern
(he was 34 at the time) while he was
married to his second wife. Other
63 yard TD
features of the trip included the best
BC 7 Houston 0.

BC Bowl History

The Eagles jump out to a 31-14
half time lead just like they were supposed to. But something isn't right.
It's the running game, and not
Flutie's right arm which is leading the
attack. Steve Strachan and Troy
Stratford are pounding out theyardage.
The Heisman Trophy winning
quarterback completes 11 passes on
24 attempts for 166 yards, three
touchdowns, and a 45% passing
mark. Not bad. Not great. Simply
mediocre?something that fans and
alumni and Flutie himself can't
accept.

Cotton
Sugar
Orange
Tangerine
Liberty
Cotton

Still BC is ahead by a comfortable
The scouting reports on the
margin.
19Tenn. 13
Cougars must have been right, think
21Alab. 37
the BC faithful, they just aren't in the
26Aub. 33
same hemisphere as the Eagles.
18ND 19
The third quarter saw Flutie turn
45HU 28
from mediocre to horrendous, as he
completed only 2 of 8 passes for 14
yards and one crucial interception
which was returned for a Houston
TD. The fact was that he was going
down in the arms of a Cougar defensive lineman and never should have
thrown the ball.
supporter
box,
a BC
In the press
his
Another onimous sign was Flutie's
Jesuit
persuasion
claps
of the
visable frustration with the game,
hands, watching the replay on the
and his performance in particular.
CBS monitor.
"Just a reminder, ladies and On two different occassions, he went
gentlemen," announces the spotter, down on his knees, fists clinched, as
"This is a working press box and if being tortured. Was the Flutie
cheering will not be tolerated."
BC-HU, page 15
Omimous, uh?

Jan. 1, 1940
Jan. 1, 1941
Jan. 1, 1943
Dec. 18, 1982
Dec. 29, 1983
Jan. 1, 1985

places to get ribs, and a run down the
Texas version of Boston's Combat
Zone, of course, giving the life
histories of each prostitute?their
name, origin, etc...
Game Day. Cold, Gray and utterly disgusting. Where is that sunny
southern weather? Omnious clouds
caused the cancellation of a planned

\u25a0a

BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

3 Clemson 6
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l>!ew
but to 2 city
2mounl.
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incne8 8pe!l8 trouble,
four cl2y8 will
02II28 W25 sun.
forever.
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W28 2 filling
be tre28urecl
ye2r8 on
exiling
lo
tnree
conc!u8ion
lne glicliron. hopefully lliere will not
be anottier forty year Iiiatu8 between
bow>8.

Commentary

A Second Invasion Of Dixie

by Mike Corcoran

DALLAS?No doubt about it.
The massive contingent of Boston
College followers made their presence
felt in Dallas. All 22,000 of them.
From Confetties to Monopolies to
the Loes Anatole ?the Eagles had
landed.
Dallas media had warned
metroplex residents of the imminent
"invasion of northeners" for the
Cotton Bowl. Invasion was the right
word. Nearly 20,000 fanatics
departed Logan International Airport over the weekend preceeding the
game?the largest exodus from one
point to a single destination since
World War 11. Adding those who
flew in from other areas, drove or
otherwise embarked for the social
event of the year, and the game
behind the parly, the Eagles had
plenty of crowd support against the
unknown Southwest Conference
victim-to-be representative Houston
Cougars.
A few observations:
S Dallas was festooned with
maroon and gold. The city was solidly behind the Eagles?the mayor of

Dallas asked BC not to beat Houston
by too much at a reception for the
just arrived squads. Dallas was BC.
s Eagle followers weren't shy in
proclaiming their allegiances. At any
time, anywhere, to anyone.
Conversely, Cougar supporters
were few and far between. Several
reported sightings were generally
disbelieved. There was actually one
confirmed sighting at Monopolies on
New Year's Eve, much to the surprise
of the large northern contingent enjoying the hospitality. Forturlately
this lone sole was dressed in non
Cougar issued garb, and escaped the
big game hunters looking to put the
stuffed head of one of this rarest of
species on the wall back home.
s Dallas natives universally blamed us for bringing the cold weather
and The Snowstorm with us. The "«o
y'all here for the game?" opening
query (as if clusters of people looking like BC billboards were there for
any other reason) was followed by
the equally astute "Y'all musl've
brought your weather with you."
Then there was The Snowstorm.
All two horrible inches of it. Thanks
to modern technology, Dallas natives

had seen pictures of poor people
from the midwest and east digging
out after 18 inch blizzards. Finally
identifying this phenomenon, they
did the little they could without snow
tires or a mass transit system.
January second, when half the
grass was visible and no ice was.to
be found on the wide, multi-laned
streets, a Dallas Mavericks secretary
explained to some northern visitors,
"Most people didn't even bother to
come in to work today because of the
bad weather." She wasn't kidding.
John Hage, A&S '85, said, "What
the hell was wrong with these people?
Two inches paralyzed them. I never
saw two inches of snow do so much
damage. Everything was closed?the
day after the storm."
But the natives were friendly and
courteous. BC fans got all they,
wanted from the journey. Great partying in a prolonged holiday atmosphere, a chance to revel in the actual fact of a New Year's Day Bowl,
and the assumed but endangered for
a time 45-28 triumph.
Rich Joseph, SOM '85, said, "You
Dallas, page 15

defense.
A scrambling Doug Flutie eludes the Houston

15
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Matmen Fall in Tri-Meet

New Year's
Day Victory

by Scott Burns

On a day of unspectacular wrestling, when even the newly chosen AllNew England wrestlers were having
a tough time of it, the Boston College wrestlers were defeated by the
University of New Hampshire (37-6)
and Central Connecticut (28-15) in a
tri-meet at Durham, N.H.
Despite the lopsided losses, senior
tri-captains Carl Traylor, John
Hanlon, and Dan Murner kept pace
on their All New England campaigns.
Saturday, they combined for a 5-1
record'including five of the six individual victories in the two matches.
After Greg Guinan scored a
takedown with twenty seconds to go
in his match and then picked up a
penalty point for a 6-5 victory over
Central Connecticut, Traylor held on
for a 10-8 triumph. He controlled the
first two periods, going up 8-1, but
had to score a reversal in the final
minute to preserve the win. He now
has a 6-2 record and is considered a
top contender for the 150-pound class
New England title.

Mcontinued from page 14

mystique just that?a mystique, a
myth?
The man is mortal. He can have an
off-day. All the garbage about his
legendary miracles is so overblown.
He is simply a competitor?one of
the best damn competitors in the
history of college football.
And that's why BC won the game
in the fourth quarter. Flutie was
smart enough to realize that this was
not his game?it was the entire
team's opportunity to lose or win.
The true competitiveness of Flutie
winning?exhibited itself, as he
directed the running game to perfection and cleared the sky of that omnious 31-28 cloud.
So the Eagle victory parties went
on after the game and the rare
snowstorm which hit Dallas that
January First might just have been a
sign.
The people who were in the Cotton Bowl Stadium saw something
rare, refreshing, and most of all
real?the Real Doug Flutie and and
the Real BC Football team. Flutie
helped win the game even though he
personally had a bad game?it was
a team effort, and although will go
on to be one of professional football's greatest quarterbacks, on this
day it was an Eagle victory.
?

really didn't get drunk, you were just
constantly buzzed. We went down
the 29th, went swimming, and the
next day there was frost. But we
sterilized our colds?constantly."
Mike Antonello, A&S '85 said,
"We went to Confetties New Year's
Eve night. It was fun, especially
because the southern girls were
sweet,"

Joseph noted, "We weren't there
to eat."

The place the masses all eventually communed to was, of course, Cotton Bowl Stadium. Covered by
blankets, scarfs, hoods, hats, gloves,
and every other warmth providing
device imaginable, the BC fans filled the stands behind the Eagle bench
by kickoff. A surprising number of
Cougar fans were situated on the
other side of the bowl, but as was the
case on the field, BC was clearly
superior.
Eagle fans used their cold weather
expertise to bring another way of
keeping warm with them. Southern
ticket takers didn't even bother to
search the multiple layer bulked
bodies for liquor. Not that it mattered. Veterans of freezeouts over the
years, the Eagle fans knew how to
conceal their particular brands of
antifreeze.
Finally, after the sudden Houston
rally had been firmly squelched by
the BC defense, the worried crowd
could enjoy the countdown and up-

Women's
Special teams has its ups and downs, as Kip Jones, (69) shows here

coming rush on the field. Over 40
years of followers, from O'Roarke to
Flutie, Leahy to Bicknell, had come
to witness the final chapter of this
magical, legendary season, and their
team had come through with the first
Bowl win since Chuckin' Charlie
weaved through the Tennessee
defense for the winning touchdown
in the 1941 Sugar Bowl.
Antonello said, "1 was glad we
won finally. I'd been to the other two
[Bowl games]. It proved BC was a
real force,"
All that remained were the
goalposts. A "please remain off the
field" was flashed on the scoreboard
during the last two minutes of play.
BC fans responded with the chant
"goalposts, goalposts, goalposts..."
Nearly 1,000 fans had lined the
area behind the south endzone and
the BC sideline as the clock ticked off
the last 60 seconds. More made their
way over the low fence every second.
One elderly fence guard, standing
against the fence while BC students
vaulted the fence on either side of
him, told a fan they "were abusing
the southern hospitality" they had
been shown. No fool he, the singled
out fan hopped back over the fence,
walked five yards downfield, and
jumped back on the field of play.
"It was funny," Antonnello
remarked. "All the cops were at one
end, and people went to the other.
They'd never seen anything like'it.
When we went on the field Jack
Bicknell was yelling at us to get off.

LI
Traylor, Hanlon and Murner are
all favored to win the New England
Division 1 championships in their
respective weight classes.

Finally they let everyone go on."

Hage said, "Mike and I were running down the field jousting with one
pole [from the goalposts]. And the
cops were running right after us."
Longtime Cotton Cowl officials
had never seen anything like the on
field rush with three seconds left, or
the subsequent attack on the north
goalpost. But the rush was from exuberance, not rowdyism. Aside from
the mangled goalpost, little damage
was caused by the hearty Eagle
followers.
Antonello said, "Everyone was
nice to us. They were outgoing. We
had a great time. Chance of a
lifetime. And I can say I was there."
And wasn't that the real reason so
many people went to Dallas?

Heights Sports
Meeting
Monday at 4:30

(<

The grappler's next tri-meet is this
Wednesday at Worcester Polytech
against the Techsters and Naval Prep.

Swimming

by Jeanie Bertino

Boston College's swimming and
diving teams flew south for the
winter. Both the women's and men's
teams spent 13 days in Puerto Rico
training hard for the '85 season. In
their first meet of the new year last
Wednesday, the women's team proved all their hard work has paid off
as they sank the Northeastern
Huskies, 95-38. The victory raised the
women's record to three wins and
two losses.
The BC women began tneir winning ways early. In the first event of
the meet, senior co-captain Denise
Callahan, sophomore sensation Tara
McKenna and freshmen Susie
Sullivan and Kathy Koval teamed
together to win the 200 medley relay
in 1:52.08. Other first place finishers
to follow for the Eagles included
freshman Sonya Krusic in the 100
backstroke, senior Linda Dixon in
the 100 breaststroke, junior Diane
Flaherty in the 100 freestyle and
senior co-captain Mary Kennedy in
the 200 individual medley. Coach
Tom Groden was especially pleased
with the performance of Callahan as

she won the 200 butterfly with a time
0f'2:17.96and the 200 backstroke in
2:20.89. Groden also pointed to the
talents of McKenna, who won the
200 breaststroke and Sullivan, who
was victorious in both the 100 butterfly and 200 freestyle events. Junior
Lori Berkenkamp and sophomore
Julie Churbuck were also impressive
with their first and second place
finishes in the 500 freestyle.
Berkenkamp edged out Churbuck
with the winning time of 5:25.40.
In the 14 swimming events, BC
placed first in 12 of them, completely dominating the Huskies. Groden
was not expecting a tough meet, considering Northeastern was without
their strongest swimmer. Groden
praised his team for their hard work
and attributed the victory to their
training. "We swam as expected, if
not better than expected", stated
Groden.
In the diving competition, BC
freshman Linda Gailius won both the
one meter and three meter events
with the scores of 198.05 and 209.45
respectively. Junior Annie O'Brien
captured third place for the Eagles in
the one meter board.

This Week at the Heights
Hockey

Eagles Felled by URI
The Boston College men's swimming team suffered a close 60-53 loss
to the University of Rhode Island last
Thursday.
The Eagles fell behind early,trailing 21-4 after the first three events.
They cut the deficit to nine with two
events left. However,Ußl held on to
claim the victory.
The highlight of the meet for BC
was freshman Greg Green, who
swam the 500 yard freestyle in
5:03.26. This was the best performance for a BC freshman during the
dual meet season.
Other first place finishes were
garnered by Don Hunt, Geoff Geis,
and Kevin Kenny. In addition, the
BC quartet Robert Ayala, Hunt,
Green, and Kenny closed out the
meet with a victory in the 400 yard
freestyle relay.
BC captain Lonnie Quinn noted
the strong rivalry between the two

in February.

BC Women Trounce NU

Men's Swimming

by Steve Condon

With about half their regular
season matches remaining and a 3-7
record, including five losses in the
last six outings, the grapplers are
looking forward to the New Englands

Hanlon, a 167 pounder, maintained his undefeated mark, raising his
mark to 10-0 with two wins. He totally dominated his Central Connecticut

Big D Weathers Eagle Invasion
Mcontinued from page 14

15-0 technical
decision, and then held tough in a 6-4
decision against University of New
Hampshire for the first BC points
after the Eagles had fallen behind
28-0. Hanlon is on his way to a New
England championship, for the third
time in four years.
With two shutouts, Murner upped
his record to 8-0. Against Central
Connecticut, he faced a feisty opponent, but came away with a 4-0 decision.
Murner looked even stronger
against UNH, registering a 10-0 majority decision. He too is looking to
win the 177-pound New England
title.

opponent, scoring a

schools, "URI beat us really bad during my freshman year, and ever since,
the URI meet has always been extra
special for us. Being my senior year,
I was really hoping for a victory."
Despite coming out on the losing
end, Eagle coach Tom Groden was
happy with his team's performance,
"On paper URI is a better team. To
win we needed a few breaks, and we
couldn't get them."
Quinn added, "We swam tough.
We just didn't get a break."
The future seems bright for the
Eagle swimmers. Quinn feels, "this
might be the best team ever at BC."
Losing only three seniors from last
year's squad, experience is not a problem for the Eagles. Quinn adds,
"We have a good chance to go
undefeated the rest of the season."
The Eagles are now 2-2 on the
season. Their next meet will be
against Southeast Massachusetts
University on Wednesday.

Sunday, Jan. 27

BC vs. Maine

Men's Basketball
Monday, Jan. 21

BC vs. Pittsburgh

The Blue Chips of Boston College
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Sports Briefs

Men's

Basketball

Commentary

Eagles Off to Rollercoaster Start

Football Bumper Sticker

by Tony Zarillo

Almost at the midpoint of the
1984-85 season the men's basketball
team has enjoyed a season which
could best be described as a rollercoaster ride.
Coming into the season, the Eagles
were picked to finish no better than
sixth in the Big East. BC returned a
seasoned back court, but with the
departure of Jay Murphy and Martin Clark, coach Gary Williams could
count only 6-5 forward Roger
McCready as a returning starter.
A sixth straight postseason bid
seemed a fantasy, as a long season in
the ever tough Big East loomed large
on the horizon.
BC surprised the locals by running
The Boston College Karate Club on December 8. won the New England off to a 10-0 start. Oh sure there were
Collegiate Championships in Shotokan.
the annual blow outs against the likes
Anyone interested in joining the club should come down to Campion Gym of the Stonehills and New Hampon Mondays, Wednesdays or Fridays at 4:OOPM.
shires, but also among the ten were
victories against Wake Forest of the
vaunted Atlantic Coast Conference,
Michigan State and Texas Christian;
Boston College's Men's and Women's track teams were the recipients of the latter two bringing home the
Cabrillo Classic crown.
some solid performances this past weekend at the New England TAC chamThe Eagles then surprised the
pionships at Boston University.
country by taking Patrick Ewing and
The men's milerelay quartet of Rob Davis, Edwin Drakes. Ray Hawkins,
bad boys of round ball into overand Craig Coffey ran the second best BC performance ever indoors with a his
time
before succumbing 82-80 at the
3.19. Coffey had earlier won the hurdles with an IC4A qualifying 7.2 seconds.
Centre on January 5. Before.
Capital
Chris Blanche!. Dave O'Connell, Todd Renchan, and John Clopeck ran
with the Eagles,
its
encounter
well
Georgetown had marched through its
schedule like no team since the days
of the John Wooden-UCLA dynasty, but against the scrappy BC squad
they found the going rough.
BC was rewarded for its loss with
I'hoio hy Sieve Htzpolriek
a top twenty ranking, and new found
respect. Before the war with the
Hoyas, Big East fans knew only of
Michael Adams, the other little big
man on the BC campus. In Landover, they were introduced to the
burning speed of Dominic Pressley,
the accurate shooting of freshman
Skip Barry, and the size and strength
of junior college transfer Trevor
Gordon.
Then as things were going better
than anyone could have expected
back in October, the Eagles ventured
three days later into the Carrier
Dome against arch-rival Syracuse
|Ken Hodge (left) is a freshman forward on the men's ice hockey team. 1
Hodge, .xpointman on the Boston College powerplay, is one of the team's
leading scorers. Ann O'Doy (righi) is starting ai ihc poini guard position
in her freshman year for coach Margn Plotzke's women's basketball learn.
from page 13
O'JJoy recentl> scored 23 points aaainsi Big last rival Georgetown
The Boston College Bookstore has available now for purchase a bumper
sticker commemorating the 1984 Eagle Football team. The following is the
press release.
News of Doug Flutie's football fame finally has hit the Bigtime-an auto
bumper sticker produced by the Boston College Bookstore!
"Students, alumni and general public fans of Number 22 have been demanding some sort of travelling billboard they can display on their cars, so Tommy
Ridge of our Staff designed one that depicts the Cotton Bowl boll, the Lambert
and Heisman Trophies," said John Durkin, store manager.
"We ordered several thousand in four colors, but don't expect them to
be in stock long, now that Winter Vacation is over and everybody's back
at school here on the Chestnut Hill campus."
The price is $.75; $l by postage-paid mail.

Karate

Track and Field

Spotlight

BC and Stu Primus hope to rebound in the Big Kast.
and lost a game they could have and result was a loss to Villanova at the
'Cat House. The Eagles were a poor
undoubtedly should have won. This
imitation of the team which nearly
Goliath,
as was
was not David versus
off Georgetown. They were
the
ranked
knocked
against
top
the case
never really in the game after a
Hoyas. BC demonstated it was at the
Wildcat spurt put BC down by ten at
very least the equal of the
the half. The Eagles made a run earOrangemen, and the Eagles led
ly in the second half getting as close
throughout most of the game. With
and
BC
as six points, but from that point on
go
less than five minutes to
Ed Pinkney and his mates made this
holding a seven point lead, Barry
demonstated that he still is a
a game for BC to forget quickly.
freshman, and made a few ill advisThe downhill trend continued as
ed cross court passes which were inthe
Eagles dropped a 66-59 heartOrange
tercepted and turned into
momentum,
breaker
BC
lost
the
and
to St. John's at the Boston
points.
subsequently Syracuse was allowed Garden. BC played a much better
.back into the game and eventual game, leading by as much as 10
pulled out a 64-58 victory.
points in the second half, but they
allowed the Redmen back in the game
played
The Eagles
a lackluster
with some poor shot selection. Once
game in the 69-66 victory over the imthe Redmen were able to push into
proved Seton Hall Pirates on January
12. Adams played a fine game in
the lead, they never looked back.
Maybe we are starting to expect too
scoring a game high 24 points, but
much from this team, after all they
BC turned the ball over continually
after building a 15 point lead early
have done much better than expected.
But, then again success breeds
in the first half.
The poor play continued and the
expectations.

Women Split in Week's Action

1

"

I

I

penetration continued in the second
half but their shooting difficulties
also continued.
Pitt took advantage of BC's poor
started to consistently press. St. shooting to take their first lead of the
John's did not have an easy time. game at 26-24 two minutes into the
Wennington would pick up a quick second half.
third foul at 18:15 trying to recapture
The Lady Panthers stretched their
the ball Adams had already knocklead to 11 points with a 8-0 spurt with
ed loose. Two jumpers from Adams
just under II minutes left in the
and two Terrence Talley [12 pts, 4 regame. During this stretch Jennifer
bounds, 1 steal] shots from the chariBruce, last year's Big East Player of
ty stripe gave BC a 40-30 lead, and
the Year, simply took control, scorresulted in a St. John's timeout
ing six of her game high 15 points.
"The way they were playing they
At this point BC was down but not
were forcing us out of our game out. There was still time (11 minutes
plan," said Mullin, who had just one remaining) for BC to climb back in
field goal in the fir.sj half. "They did
the game.
a good job keeping'me out; all my
The Eagles did just that with a 8-0
shots were long. In the second half
we tried to go down low instead of
going with just the outside shot."

BC Downed By St. John's
Ucontinued from page 13
run of their own, quickly closing the
gap to one, 14-13, at 10:29. Stu
Primus [8 pts., 2 steals] gave BC its
first lead on a 15 foot baseline
jumper. Barry followed with a 19
footer of his own to make it 17-14
sending the Garden into thunderous
approval.

After Michael Adams and Berry
traded jumpers [with a Tyrone Scott
free throw sandwiched between].
Berry and Ron Rowan would respond with 10 foot jumpers to tic the
score at 20. Both teams would exchange foul shots and jumpers with
the Eagles enjoying the advantage,
closing out the half at 28-24.
It was evident the Eagles were undaunted by St. John's size, as was the
case in the game with Georgetown.
The Eagles were going right to the inside game, in spite of Gordon's
absence. However, St. John's did the
same, often going to Wennington as
their first option.
The Redmen inside domination did
not evolve as expected; Wennington
found himself with two fouls at the
9:30 mark. Carnesecca did exactly
what he has done all year when his
big man has had two fouls in the first
half; he sat him down. Thus the
Eagles found themselves relatively
free to roam the inside paint, which
they did with success.
"They did a good job inside,"said
Wennington."You've got to give
them credit. Their collapsing zone
made things difficult." Indeed. Wennington would wind up with just six
points and three rebounds.
Early in the second half the Eagles
had the sellout crowd on the edge of
the seats, stretching the four point
halftime lead to 10. It was at the
beginning of the half that Williams

streak of their own to climb within
three points of Pitt.
Biz Houghton keyed the BC stretch
with an inside basket. Pam Thornton, BC's leading scorer in the game
with 13 points, added two jumpers to
aid the Eagles' cause.
BC was forced to foul in the final
minutes in an attempt to regain the
lead. Poor free shooting by Pitt in the
last 3'/: minutes of the game(5 of 10)
made BC's strategy look brilliant and
enabled BC to take a 52-51 lead on
two free throws.by Ann O'Doy with
14 seconds left.
BC coach Margo Plotzke commented "I thought we played pretty
well." She added that the Eagles had
put themselves in a hole in the second
half.
BC has had a very successful

season so far. compiling an 11-5
record overall.
Following a 3-0 start the Eagles
headed west to Detroit for the
University of Detroit tourney. BC
lost to host University of Detroit
66-48 but defeated Cheyney State
55-47.
BC went 3-2 in the next four weeks
including a 75-63 victory over the
University of Connecticut. The
Eagles then reeled off three straight
Big East wins including a 54-47 victory over St. John's.
The Eagles' streak ended with a
57-50 loss to the Big East conference
leader Villanova.

The Eagle women are off until
Wednesday, when they take on Seton
Hall.

Eagles Thump PC 5-2 For 500th

It appeared the Eagles were in control as they continued to press the inbounds pass while falling back into
a zone. However St. John's showed
the Garden faithful what top ten
teams are made of. The Redmen
went on a run of eleven unanswered
points, courtesy of six Mullen points,
two Berry free throws, and a Moses
17 foot jumper. When Mullen canned a 15 footer it was tied at 40. A
Rowan free throw gave St. John's its
first lead in nearly 19 minutes.
Adams and Talleykept the Eagles
in the lead via a drive through the
lane, a free throw, and a steal. A
McCready free throw gave the Eagles
the lead again at 47-46. Enter Mullin
and Berry.
"We couldn't get the job done
down the stretch," pondered Adams.
"We're supposed to toughen up in
the stretch but we didn't and it hurt
us."
"1 was disappointed in our last
eight minutes of play,"said Williams.
"We were in control but we didn't
do what we had to to stay there."

Mcontinued from page 13
Eagles 4-3 in overtime Wednesday
evening at McHugh. Forward Peter
Herms tapped the puck past a diving
Gordon just inside the post, sending
the Eagles their first loss at home to
a Hockey East school. After the
game Ceglarski was candid on the
play of the team, "We had the
chances, but we just couldn't stick
between the pipes."
Following the Providence game,
BC assistant coach Bernie Burke probably said it best when describing
Ceglarski. "Head and shoulders
above the rest."
Eagle notes...BC is off until Monday when they take on crosstown
rival Northeastern at Matthews
Arena. The victory improved the
Eagles record to 19-7-1 overall. BC
is keeping up with it's torrid pace by
winning on the road (8-5-0) as well
as at home(l 1-2-1). Juniors Bob
Sweeney and Scott Harlow are
among the top scorers in Hockey
East.

litzpalrick
Stev

by

I'hot
BC's Mike Livingston takes a face-off against Providence;
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trophy, awarded to the best squad in the East.
?Head football coach Ed Chlebek resigned to
accept a similar position at Kent State. Jack
Bicknell, BC Assistant Coach from 1968-75 was
named to replace him. For the previous five
years, Bicknell was the head coach at the
University of Maine.
?BC Dining Servies began full operation in New
Dorm.
?A $5,350,000 grant was received to help
finance the new theatre arts center on lower
campus.
?Sports Standings- Hockey: 13-4; Men's
Basketball: 8-2.
?The Heights' own John "Beak" Conceison
addressed his readers as "syllabus breath" in
an article entitled "Chestnut Hill Holidays Not
Dull As Expected."
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?One time Saturday Night Live host and New
York City Mayor Edward Koch spoke in the
Theatre Arts Center. His topic was "The
Revitalization and Maintenance of America's
Economic Leadership in the World."
?Although the BC football team suffered a
19-18 Liberty Bowl loss to Notre Dame, the
1983 Meadowlands/Lambert Trophy was
awarded to the squad by a vote of eastern sportswriters, BC, with a 9-3 record narrowly edged West Virginia (9-3) and Pitt (8-3-1) for the
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?Boston College student, sophomore Meridith
Shine, died in a head-on car crash on Route 128
on Saturday, January 21. Five other BC
students were injured, and the two passengers
in the other car were killed in the two-car col-
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Movies for a Buck!

IBC

Cotton Bowl Highlights included!
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Haiti Pilgrimage

Students Find Love and Hope Amidst Poverty
by

experiences we went through. We learned what
it is like to be a rich white in a poor black
culture and we faced the guilt feelings thai went
along with it. Should we hand out our money?
Should we keep il for ourselves? How could
we pui it to its best use? The challenges thai
we faced created a bond between us that most
of us will never forget.

Patricia Horn
There are some experiences in life which

shape your future. One of those experiences
happened to 24 people who traveled to Haiti
for a week this past January.

It's quite a shock to travel from the richest
in the Western Hemisphere, the United
States, to the poorest country, Haiti. Haiti has
a small, wealthy elite, a tiny middle class and
the impoverished masses.
One thing that all of us discovered was that
you cannot know what poverty is until you are
in the midst of it. All of us had seen pictures
in Life or Time of poor people in some country or other, but there is a smell and a touch
and a sound to poverty that only comes with
being there.
In Haiti, there are no closed sewers. As you
walk through the slums you see the open sewers
filled with food, garbage, water, and tar and
people's homes are right beside them. There are
old women squatted on the side of dirt paths
selling food covered with flies to earn iheir
livelihood. There are no toilets and, many
limes, no outhouses. There are no paved streets.
There is no clean water and only a few spots
with running water in these slums. It was amazing to all of us that people could actually live
in Ihese conditions while many of us had problems simply walking through the slums.
The Haitians, however, are not a defeated
people by any means. While they work very
hard to barely survive, they will still greet you
with smiles and song and are incredibly
country

Young Haitians smile lor the camera
hospitable. Little kids play just as they do here
and will try to devise any way to get your
camera. Haitians love to hug and touch and

laugh. We learned a lot from their spirit.
We also learned something aboui pride in the
slums. Though to us living in a wooden shack
that floods every time il rains is inhabitable,
thai shack is a person's home. As white
Americans, we were not always greeted with
cheers. We were invading their space by coming in and snapping pictures o\' the poverty to

Haiti's depression can be an eyeopener to traveling Americans

show to our friends back home. A lot of us
struggled between the short term harm of invading somebody's home and the long term
good of finding out the reality of the Third
World.
It is ironic that in a country of so much
poverty and political trouble, there is incredible natural beauty. Mountains arch up to the
sky and tower over little inlets of royal blue
ocean. As we sat in our mission perched on a
hillside overlooking Port au Prince, we were
continually mesmerized by the beauty of Haiti.
There are positive things happening in Haiti,
none of which are through its government. All
of the improvements we saw were through the
missions, most of which are Catholic. We
worked with The Home for the Destitute and
Dying in Port au Prince, which is a branch of
Mother Teresa's order.
This Home takes in people who can't pay for
their hospital care and tries to make these people simply comfortable. The Home does not
have the latesi in medical treatmeni and many
times we were distressed ai what improvements
could be made with just some basic training of
these nuns and a steady supply and knowledge
of what we consider common medicine.
Another mission we worked with was The
Home for Orphaned Children. To me this was
more depressing than The Home for the
Destitute and Dying. I could not stop wondering what would happen 10 ihese children when
they grow up.
Every one of the babies in that hospital
would have been in isolation back in the States
because they were so malnourished or had
severe asthma or some other disease. All we
could do was lo change their diapers and hold
them and hope they felt better.
What I found these children needed most was

Crusader Excites City
When the mayor is too busy running
for re-election to hear his case, Jim-

it was impossible to hold just one child because
1 had five more clamoring at me to be touched. The minute you put one of them down, he
or she would be wailing to be picked up again.
When I had the chance to return to the Home
on another day, I simply couldn't.
Probably the mosl incredible feat we ran
across in Haiti was Father L. Bohnan's 135
schools in the four major slums of Port au
Prince. Every school day he feeds 13,000
children, who attend his schools, one meal.
Many limes this is their only meal of the day.
What he tries to accomplish with these schools
is to train his students in a vocational skill
which will help them get a job when they
graduate. As we walked through the slums, this
is what slopped us from feeling hopeless.
Throughout the rest of Haiti, there are these
signs of hope. Almost every parish has started
a school, because the Church in Haiti feels that
change is through education. It isn't thai the
Haitian government doesn't provide schools,
but that (heir educational quality is very poor.
The students learn everything they will learn in
the firsi three years and then il is repealed for
the next seven or until ihey pass a government
exam.
One pricsl we lalked to told us about co-ops
that the Church is Irving 10 make ii easier tor
Haitians lo form. We saw one of these where
the fishermen pooled all their fish and divided
up the money equally. In this way there is a
greater sense of community and the people are.
able to work together to improve (heir standard
of living. '
Il wasn't only the Haitians who learned
about community, our group did also. All of
us learned to give love and support lo each
other in the face of the many new and difficuli

TIMOTHY HUTTON stars in ?'TURK
182!" us Jimmy Lynch, a young man whose
crusade to redeem his brother's reputation
rallies an entire city to his side.
my Lynch takes matters into his own

hands. Using only his wits, Jimmy
sets out to prove that you can fight
City Hall, and the entire city rallies
behind the mysterious crusader
known as Turk 182.
Hutton proves riveting as Jimmy
Lynch, a budding artist pushed into
action to fight for his brother's
life ?and justice. Recently starring
with Scan Perm and Lori Singer in
"The Falcon and the Snowman",
Hutton has followed his Oscar-winning debut in "Ordinary People"
with extraordinary performances in
films such as "Taps", "Daniel" and

Doug McKeon is burning up?he's
getting dangerously close to college
without hitting a "home run" with
any girl, much less Kelly Preston,
the cutest one in the class. Let's face
it?it's the 19505, and Doug would
settle for a "single". That is, until
big city buddy (and screen newcomer) Chris Nash arrives at school and
bets that he can help Doug hit a
grand slam.

A winning cast
The

cast of "Mischief" is particularly hip. Doug McKeon is best
known as the "suck-face" kid in
"On Golden Pond". Kelly Preston,
soon to be seen in the upcoming
"Secret Admirer", played the luscious damsel in distress in "Metal

"Iceman".
TIMOTHY HUTTON (right) is Jimmy
Lynch and ROBERT UR/CH (center) is his
big brother Terry in this rousing adventuredrama.

One of many starving Haitian infants
of us will (read the same path we would
have before we went.

any

Editor's Note: Patricia Horn was one

Joining Hutton in this exciting urban adventure are Robert Urich,
Kirn Cattrall, Robert Culp, Darren
MeGavin and Peter Boyle.

14. a trip sponsored by the Chaplain's Office
and led by Assistant Chaplain Robert
Braunreuther, SJ. The writer would like to add
that this account is only one view of what
happened.

Boy

&

girl in search

of a contact

lens.

Storm". Catherine Mary Stewart,
who plays Chris Nash's girlfriend,
was a smash hit as the lead in both
"Night of the Comet" and"The
Last Starfighter".

Major league mischief
Together, Doug, Kelly, Chris and
Catherine stir up more rowdy "mischief" than little Nelsonville, Ohio
can take in one year. We're talking
major league tomfoolery here:
motorcycles on sidewalks, cars on
fire hydrants, parents on the warpath, romance on the sly. In short,
all the things that make life worth
living before college.

The cars may have changed, but the
"Please, Marilyn?it's been 18years!"

of 24

people connected with Boston College who
traveled to Haiti from January 7 to January

MOVIEGERS
FOR
"MISCHIEF"
MEANS
FEBRUARY

TIMOTHY HUTTON
CAPTURES
NEW YORK CITY
IN "TURK 182!"
Academy Award winner Timothy
Hutton plays a very new kind of
hero in "Turk 182!" As the fighting
mad, hip and resourceful Jimmy
Lynch, he sets out to prove you can
battle City Hall to right a wrong. His
older brother, a firefighter, is injured
while saving a child from a burning
tenement. But since he was off-duty
and having a drink in the local bar,
an uncaring city bureaucracy has
refused him a pension.

simple affection. As I sal in the back playroom,

Maybe the greatest Ihing that all of us learned
in Haiti was love. We learned how easy it is 10
love other people. We learned this on the beach
when neighborhood children would come and
stare at our white skin, which some had never
seen before. But soon all of us were playing
together in the water. We learned how much
we could care about the future of these people
when many of us were moved to tears singing
Be Not Afraid 10 a church full of Haitians. We
especially learned about it from our leader.
Assistant Chaplain Bob Braunreuther, SJ, and
from each other.
You learn how lovable every person is when
you go from wondering why you decided to go
lo Haiti with strangers to not wanting lo leave
each other.
The transition coming back home was very
difficult. To most Haitians I would be an incredibly wealthy person. I realized, with great
sadness, how callously most of us treat our
everyday "riches."
1 also thought how much better the world
would be if everyone could experience what we
experienced?seeing the reality of the world is
better than living in an illusion. I do not think

action in the back seat has not!
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Experts Foresee Stiff Competition for New Jobs
licipating employers anticipate hiring
8 percent more college graduates in
1985 than in 1984.
However, only 25 percent of the 40
fastest growing occupations require
a college degree.
The 40 occupations with the expected largest job growth have been
chosen out of the total 1,700 listed
by the US Department of Labor
statistics. Over the next decade and
a half, much of the job growth will
take place in service industries, where
74.1 percent (18.7 million) new jobs
will be created in areas such as
transportation and public utilities,
finance insureance, real estate and

From the United Students Press
Service

A glut of people entering
the work force in the next ten years
may cause stiff competition for job
hunters, in spite of the expected increase in the number of jobs.
By 1990, the number of jobs is expected to increase by 25.2 million.
But the increase in the number of
people in the work force will be
greater, resulting in 3.8 million more
people than jobs.
Experts have said collegegraduates
still have a better chance of getting
those jobs. In fact, a recent survey
of employers by the College Placement Council. Inc.. showed that par-

government.

Another 26

percent

(6.5 million)

O'Neill Access Policy
Ucontinued from

jobs will be in the goods-producing
industries. Those include farm, mining, construction, and manufacturing areas.
The seven occupations with the
largest growth include custodians,
cashiers, secretaries, general clerks,
salesclerks, and waiters and
waitresses, bureau data showed.
Quickly expandingoccupations requiring college degrees include

by C. M. Hippeli

UGBC's recently published calendar of events promises students a
wide variety of lectures to attend this
semester.

Amherst,

belonged to consortium member institutions. Thursday, probably due to
the bad weather, only 42 visitors
registered.

BC's Law Library on Newton
Campus restricts use to its own law
students and patrons needing specific
materials. Undergraduates not
needing law materials are referred to
the resource center. The Social Work
Library in McGuinn does not currently restrict access.
O'Neill is a partial federal
Government
depository for
Documents. In order to maintain this
status, O'Neill will have to remain
open to patrons needing the use of
Government Documents at all times,
said Ross.
Of the ll consortium member
libraries (Boston University, UMass

<xi t
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Although the majority of the
growing occupations do not
need a college education, many do
require some type of postsecdonary
training. Occupaions requiring such
posisecondary education include
automotive mechanics and electrifastcs;

cians. Jobs not requiring advance
education also are projected lo
expand.
More than half of the high -growth
occupations are in the computer ot
other technical or health fields.
Computer-related occupations expecting the largest growth are computer
science technicians, computer
systems analysts, computer programmer and computer operators.

UGBC Spring Calendar Released

The participants in the Social
UMass Boston, Tufts
University, MIT, Brandeis, Boston Justice and Humanities lectures series
College, Northeastern University, include noted activists, poets, and a
Public
Library, musician, according to the program.
Boston
The Social Justice Lecture Series
Massachusetts State Library,
Wellesley College) only BU restricts will kick off tomorrow with a debate
access to its students. This exception between two former 1960's activists,
is primarily due to Mugar Library's Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin.
The series' second lecture will also
geographic location and security protrace changes from the '60's to the
blems, said Ross.
'80's
with Stoakley Carmichael lecat
policy
Although the access
O'Neill is still in its formulative turing on black history February 4.
A representative from the Boston
stages, Ross said she expects some
of Mothers Against Drunk
chapter
identification system to be perDriving
[MADD] will be the third
manently established. A suggestion
speaker
February
11, a lecture which
lobby
is
in
the
O'Neill
and
ideas
box
had
been
from November.
postponed
are welcome from students and staff.
i.

page 1

registered nurses, kindergarten and
elementay teachers, electrical
engineers, physicians, and lawyers.

\u25a0

»
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The final scheduled speaker is antinuclear activist Helen Caldicott April
l.
Though only four speakers are officially scheduled in the series, Socral
Justice Lecture Series Chairman Jim
Shea predicted there will be additions
to the program. He said he is still in
the process of making arrangements
for other speakers, but these plans
are not definite yet.
The Humanities Series, coordinated by English Professor Francis Sweeney, SJ begins March 14
when Anatole Broyard delivers the
Cross and Crown Lecture. The noted
New York Times book critic and
essayist will discuss "The Lives and
Loves of a Literary Critic."
Poet and actress Maya Angelou,
author of I Know Why the Caged
Bird Sings, will return to Boston College March 18. Angelou, who lee-

Speaker Maya Angelou

tured at BC last spring, will read
from her works.
Musical composer Clarence Rivers
will lecture on "Puritanism in
Western Education and Religion" for
(he Candlemas Lecture, to lake place
March 28.
BC Alumni Brendan Galvin, 1%0.
will give ihe final lecture of the series,
reading from his poetry.
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RENT TO OWN
By the Month
\u2605 Televisions
\u2605 Washers
\u2605 Dryers
\u2605 Refrigerators
\u2605 Stereos
\u2605 Video Recorders

\u2605 VCRs
\u2605 Microwave Ovens
NO CREDIT NEEDED"
No Deposit!!
No Down Payment!!
No Del. Charge!!

Free Service
No Lease

Call: 782-9340
N.B.C. RENTALS
432 Washington St.
Brighton
(near Post Office)

PROCTER & GAMBLE
BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL
CAREER PATHS
Come and talk with us at:

Expo '85
Career
a.m.-5:00
Park Plaza
p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 13, 9:00

Career Expo '85 is a three-day career conference to acquaint
college and graduate school minority students with career
opportunities available in today's job market. Seminars for
students will be conducted on Feb. 12. The Job Fair will
be held on Feb. 13. Interviews will be scheduled for Feb. 14.

Hotel, Boston

We will be scheduling interviews for management careers in:
Sales, Advertising, Market Research, Purchases, Customer
Service Operations, and iW jfacturing.

Procter & Gamble believes in early responsibility as the best possible way to learn. Training
is on-the-job, personalized, structured to enable you to develop quickly. Salaries are
competitive with other leading consumer products companies, both at starting levels
and later on. Benefit plans, including Profit Sharing, rank among the top in U.S. industry.
For more information call:
Mr. m. c.watts
The Procter & Gamble
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We've Escaped Orwell's 1984...Or Have We?
by Steven Lipin

1 was watching This Week With
David Brinkley the Sunday before
Christmas and he concluded with a
somewhat provocative comment. He
said, "We have made it to the end of
1984 without reaching Orwell's 1984,
at least not in this country."
I had two major problems with his
isolationist comment concerning the
end of 1984; he made it seem as long
as totalitarianism was not in our
country, we should not tret about it
and the control of the individual; and
secondly, he denied or ignored any
Big Brotherish tendencies in our own
society.
As we know, George Orwell was
writing about the West?Oceania was
the union of the United States and
Great Britain (Airstrip Ojie)?and
not the East, so the idea that we
should not be concerned about other
countries misses the point; we must
be concerned about the problems of
creeping totalitarianism that Orwell
discussed, whether it is in our country or other countries. That 98 countries practice torture should concern
us, bui Brinkley implied that as long
as torture doesn't occur in our country, we should not be concerned.
This goes against the basic tenets
of our nation. As the strongest and
most influential democracy in the
world, we must ensure that we stave
off totalitarianism and control of

thoughts within, as well as outside
our nation; and we must concern

see whether Big Brother is seeping in.

ourselves with the rise of dictatorships of the Right or Left, and the
foundering of freedom around the
world arid around the corner.

The Media's Control

Systems of Control

?

Orwell's foremost concern in much
of his writings was the control and
manipulation of individuals by
systems, not necessarily political, but
systems able to control and inhibit independant thought, or thoughtcrime,
in the Newspeak lexicon. In 1984, it
was the Party, through the propaganda of Big Brother, which controlled
thought and power.
In Orwell's Keep the Aspadistra
Flying, it was capitalism and consumerism which left the individual
impotent. And through much of his
works, it was the abuse of language
which gave the power-brokers the
conduit through which they were able
to manipulate independence.
We know there are certain countries that typify Orwell's view,
totalitarianism, but are there tendencies within our own country that
Orwell would concern himself with
if he were alive? It is too easy to say,
"Why, of course Orwell's talking
about the Soviet Union and not the
United States." To understand and
accept 1984 as a warning, we must
look ai our democratic society and
i

A great new book from HUMANinteraction

Subtle winning ways
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tell someone they like you!

How TO
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If you want a date for Friday.
Nothing attracts people to each other
like certain subtle signals. YOU can
H learn what they are and how to use
witn CONFIDENCE to make someB them
one
you're special. Benefit as
Mi
yOU en J°y
rfca ding of the first-hand
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experiences of others, like yourself,
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tr ying t0 attract someone they like.
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No y° u don't have to be beautiful,
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\u25a0 wealthy, popular or unique in any way
B
8.... these tested winning ways do work
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Bfor everyone willing to try them.
We know how you feel about first encounters. Maybe you
are afraid to approach someone
scared you will be
rejected, or worse yet, laughed at or put down. Perhaps you're missing your chance to meet someone that
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you find interesting because you don't
way to go about it. Worry no more.

know the right

"HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY" was written especially
for you to overcome these fears and to give you
new self-assurance. Discover how to make shyness
work for you. Know why "acting out of character"
is always the wrong thing to do. Learn how to use
the "verbal handshake" technique plus many more
subtle approach ideas you have yet to think of.
Read how a mere glance, scent or smile can ignite
a relationship and be sure
that you're using them the
x ,
right way. (You'll know you
$
ITOW'IO
know how!) Chapters also
I
\" OJvA
uncover many sensitive areas '
Monday
no one ever tells you about
but we tell it like it is
jt~ [j
with humor and warmth. If ever
<a[
j
you've wanted someone you like t
to "want to" know you then
TIH W
Vljl
this book is a must
\
You won't
JSS?' Mf,
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put it down til it's finished.
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Home Health Interviewers
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send a copy of HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY in a I
plain envelope.(great gift item!) My payment of
$9.95 (plus $1.05 postage and handling) is enclosed. I may return the book anytime within ten I
Check enclosed
days of delivery for a full refund.
Please
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Capitalist Control

liken it to doublethink. He would see
bombings of embassies, military barracks, and trains called "terrorism,"
and see bombing of abortion clinics
not called "terrorism."
He would see a report published by
the government on the first term's
foreign policy, and notice that the
first Secretary of State, Alexander
Haig, was not mentioned once.
Thoughtcontrol, no doubt. And
Orwell would look at the government's attempt to control independant academic research, and realize
the state is greatly and dangerously
overstepping its bounds by exerting
undue pressure on academic
institutions.

-
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Box 1091, Shalimar, FL

clins from the news.
Television has made Americans
decide all-important questions on the
basis of commercialsand 30 second
clips. The individual is dragged along
by these rosy visions of America,
while reality is given a back seat. This
would surely trouble George Orwell.

No Sales Involved
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But the press is not the only system
that Orwell would say controls an undue proportion of influence. He also
lambasted capitalism, or "MoneyGod," as he referred to it in much
of his writings; and if he were alive
today and saw television shows like
Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous,
Double Standard
Anything for Money, and toys like
Collection,"
"Secret Wars
he would
probably say Americans have allowBut ihe pinnacle of Orwell's critied the vices of capitalism to overtake que of [he year 1984 would be our
the virtues.
hypocritical altitude towards
He would see the structural totalitarianregimes. If they are of the
unemployment in our economy, the right, such as El Salvador. Chile.
preponderance of poverty, the South Africa, the Philippines, South
millions of homeless, the economic l.orea, somehow we soften our stance
discrimination of women, minorities, and call them authoritarian, conhandicapped, elderly, and wonder noting some type of enlightened
why vast economic power is controlldespotism. When one is tortured by
a whip, it does not matter whether
ed by so few persons. 1984 was much
more than a critique of political
ihe whip is black or red.
Part of Orwell's brilliance was his
systems; it was a "last call" of the
to break down ihe barriers of
ability
individual against powerful instituleft and right, and realize all slates*
tions, be they political economic, or
that condone human rights abuses,
social.
inhibition on the free flow of information, restrictions on human
Doublethink
freedom, are totalitarian, no matter
what side of the political spectrom
Orwell would see his phenomenon
they are on. This was Orwell's most
of doublethink?making contradicprolific statement, and one our
tory statements synonomous, such as
leaders never seem to understand. We
his infamous "Freedom is slavery"?
must denounce El Salvador (not give
in our country and question
them military aid) in the same breath
Brinkley's naive statement. He would
as
we denounce Nicaragua; we must
see the Nicaraguan rebels called
castigate South Africa as we do
"freedom fighters" and the
neighboring rebels in El Salvador Angola; and we must drop this awful
double standard that directs our
called "communist subversives," and
foreign policy.
So, before we sigh with relief that
we
have not reached Orwell's 1984,
Telephone interviewing in a new
let's look at our society and pay heed
Brighton facility on the Green line.
to these astute forebodings which
were written for the Western
democracies. Orwell understood Big
Brother
could take on various forms
Starting salary $4 per hour
and that his power could evolve over
Three shifts
mornings, afternoons,
lime. 1984 is a warning against the
evenings
including weekdays and
large concentration of power into a
few peoples' hands; it does not matweekends We will train. Call
ter whether they're politicians, jour782-2433
nalists, or capitalists, they all have the
potential lo leave the individual
impotent.
Equal Opportunity Employer

Like To Talk?
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In the US, Orwell might take note
of a number of power forces which
have undue influence. The mass
media has become a Big Brother of
sorts being everywhere, seeing
everything, and having access to
every household through television.
Orwell seemed to realize this before
the use of television was prevalent,
and the telescreen in 1984 was a kind
of two-way television.
It was the individual's main source
of news, but it could also peer into
households the way it did when
Winston Smith was lagging behind
the morning exercises (a kind of beefed up Richard Simmons show). Our
modern television does not talk back
to us, but it doesn't have to; it is able
to manipiulate what we buy, what we
eat, what we know about the world
around us.
Bah, humbug, you say, the press
does not control thoughts; it simply
reports the facts. Unfortunately, this
perception is naive. The press, a
business like any other business,
needs to earn a profit; and this, more
often than we'd like, can dictate or
distort how the news is reported.
The murder in Manhattan of Carol
lsenberg, an upper middle-class white
Harvard graduate, was given national attention in the press, while the
four other murders that occurred in
New York that day were given insignificant blurbs, if any, in the
papers and nightly news. Sydney
Schanberg, columnist for The New
York Times, frankly revealed that a
green reporter is taught that a murder
on Park Avenue is news, while a
murder in the Bronx, parts of
Brooklyn, or Harlem, is not.
If Orwell saw the recent Presidential Elections trom above, I think he
is probably very concerned about the
manipulation of independeni
thought, and the ease with which
Madison Avenue advertising agencies
can package a President like they
have Pepsi. The power of television
has made it virtually impossible for
unattractive politicians to make it.
On many issues, Americans were
closer to Mondale's views (even
Republican Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole recently said Mondale was
dead right on the deficit), but were
turned off by his big nose, pale face,
and nasal voice.
President Reagan, an attractive,
elderly man, was perceived as strong
and firm, and was always filmed
behind an American flag, and a barrage of balloons, banners, etc. Access
to the president was so inhibited, and
how he was filmed for the nightly
news was controlled so adroitly, that
it was very hard to distingiush between Reagan commercials and his

|

For community based research program
assessing the needs of the elderly. Requires

self-motivation, ability to work independently, and the ability to obtain and
record data accurately. Must be able to
relate well with the public. Italian speaking helpful. Full and part time positions
available. Please contact the personnel
department at 569-5800 x 196, East Boston
Neighborhood Health Center.
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4-month rental: $75.00

W Free delivery
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RENT A TV CO.
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Panel Urges Two More Years of Liberal Arts
From the United Students Press
Service

A panel of prominent educators,
bringing the spotlight away from
shortfalls in elementary and high
schools, recently released a report
warning that higher education has
serious problems, ranging from highdrop rates, seriously deteriorating
buildings and equipment to students
abandoning the liberal arts.
"Students learning, curricular
coherence, the quality of facilities,
faculty morale, and academic stan-

dards no longer measure up to our
expectations," the panel's report
said.
In the report prepared for Education Secretary T.H. Bell and the National Institute of Education, the
panel called for drastic changes in
higher education, including two full
years of liberal education for all
bachelor's degree recipients, even if
it means extending undergraduate
programs beyond the usual four
years.
The panel also recommended
refocusing faculty and resources on

freshmen and sophomores, improving advisement for students and
creating ways to assess students'
learning.
"Warning signals" of the
deteriorating conditions of higher
education include declining student
performance from 1964 to 1982 in 11
of 15 major subject areas of the
Graduate Records Examination,
especially in areas requiring high verbal skills such as history, political
science, education and English
t

literature.
"One cannot blame these trends

Pre-Exam Caffeine May Add Stress
From the United Students Press
Service
Most students know that a little
caffeine taken before or during an exam may give them a feeling of muchneeded energy. What ihey don't
know, however, is thai the combin-

Ed effects of exam-time stres and caffeine can wreak havoc on their cardiovascular system
A new study found that ingesting
caffeine immediately before an exam
or a similar stressful situation raises
the blood pressure and intensifies the
effects of stress on the heart. Duke

Healthlines

Self-Exam Increases Cure
Rate of Testical Cancer

by Dr. Arnold Mazur, MD

Cancer of the testes is a relatively
rare type of cancer and many people
are not aware of it. However, it is
most often found in men aged 20 to
30. This year 3,000 young men will
discover that they have it.
Testicular cancers have a 95% cure
rate if detected early in a completely
localized stage. Treatment consists of
removal of the involved testicle
followed by radiation therapy or
chemotherapy for a short period. The
remaining testicle is almost always
normal and is not affected by the
surgery and subsequent therapy.
Therefore, sexual function remains
intact. Routine replacement of the
removed testicle with a plastic implant during surgery preserves normal appearance.
Early detection has a dramatic impact on survival, and the cornerstone
of early detection is testicular selfexamination(TSE). Most young men
do not receive medical examinations
by a physician on a regular basis.
Waiting for a routine medical exam
to detect testicular cancer could delay
diagnosis for many months or even
years, and decrease the likelihood of
cure from 95% to 25%.
Most testicular cancers are found
by men themselves. Since they
seldom cause pain or impairment of
urinary or sexual functioning, the only reliable early clue to the presence

University professor Dr. James Lane
outlines his findings on his report,
Caffeine Magnifies Cardiovascular
Responses to Stress.
Lane reached his conclusions by
measuring the blood pressure of 33
male undergraduates as they took
sample 12-minute math tests. The
average blood pressure went up seven
millimeters when students had ingested no caffeine before the test, but
it went up ten points after students
had two or three cups of coffee.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13, 1985

discuss

GRADUATE STUDY

ff^THUNDERBIRD
J
=

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLEN DALE. ARIZONA 85306

Interviews may be scheduled at
Career Center (A.M. ONLY)

|

Symposium on Catholic Bishop's Letter

The University Chaplaincy and the Economics Department will sponsor a symposium on the American Catholic bishops' pastoral letter on
Catholic social teaching and the US economy January 24 in McGuinn
Auditorium.
The event will open with an address by David Hellenbach, SJ, a professor
of moraal theology at Weston School of Theology, and an official consultant to the bishops on the letter. A panel discussion with various Boston
College professors will follow.
Associate Economics Professor
The event is open to the public. Admission is free. For more information, call the University Chaplaincy at ext. 3475.
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ficiency assessments in liberal education and the student's major
before
degrees are given, "to provide a warranty for postsecondary credentials
and hence increase their value for
students." These would also help institutions evaluate their programs.

To increase credibility of degrees
offered, the panel recommended pro-

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
WORLD-SIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMENJAPAN EUROPE
AFRICA AUSTRALIA
THE SOUTH
PACIFIC SOUTH AMERICA THE FAR EAST
EXCELLENT BENEFITS. HIGHER SALARIES AND WAGES'
FREE TRANSPORTATION! GENEROUS VACATIONS'
More than 300,000 Americans
Japan, Africa, The South
not including members of
Pacific, The Far East, South
the armed services
are
America...nearly every part
now living overseas. These
of the free world!
-

-

-

-

?

people are engaged in nearly
everypossible activity...construction, engineering, sales, transportation,
secretarial work, accounting, manufacturing, oil
refining, teaching, nursing,
government, etc.-etc. And
many are earning $2,000 to
$5,000 per month...or more!
To allow you the opportunity to apply for
overseas employment, we
have researched and compiled a new and exciting directory on overseas employment. Here is just a sample
of what our International
Employment Directory
covers.
(1). Our International
Employment Directory lists
dozens of cruise ship companies, both on the east and
west coast. You will be told
what type of positions the
cruise ship companies hire,
such as deck hands,
restaurant help, cooks,
bartenders, just to name a
few. You will also receive
several Employment Application Forms that you
may send directly to the
companies you would like to
work for.
(2). Firms and organizations employing all types of
personnel in Australia,

(3).

Companies

and

Government

agencies
employing personnel in nearly every occupation, from
the unskilled laborer to the

college trained professional
manor woman.
(4). Firms and organizations engaged in foreign construction projects, manufacturing, mining, oil refining,
engineering, sales, services,
teaching, etc., etc.
(5). How and where to apply for overseas Government
jobs.
(6).
Information about
summer jobs.
(7). You will receive our
Employment Opportunity
Digest...jam-packed with information about current job
opportunities. Special sections features news of
overseas construction projects, executive positions
and teaching opportunities.

90 Day Money
Back Guarantee
Our International Employ-

ment Directory is sent to you
with this guarantee. If for
any reason you do not obtain
overseas employment or you
are not satisfied with the job
offers...simply return our
Directory within 90 days and
we'll refund your money promptly...no questions asked.

ORDER FORM

International Employment Directory
131ElmaDr.Dept.T21
Centralia,WA9Bs3l

/

j

Please send me a copy of your International Employment
Directory. I understand that I may use this information for 90
days and if I am not satisfied with the results, I may return
your Directory for an immediate refund. On that basis I'm
enclosing $20.00 cash.... check.... or money order.... for your
Directory.

please print
I

ADDRESS

CITY?

For information write or call: Office of Admissions, St.
Thomas University School of Law, Dept. 0,16400 N.W.
32nd Aye., Miami, FL 33054. (305) 623-2310.
St. Thomas is an equal opportunity institution.

?

NAME

The St. Thomas University School of Law intends to
seek ABA provisional approval as quickly as possible,
which will be after the first year of teaching.

/ACrlr C4W/ ftw%j»

,?..

1
ST
11NIVPRQITY
ST. THOMAS
THOMAS UNIVERSITY

The only Catholic law school in the Southeast, St.
Thomas is ideally located in suburban Miami on a 140
acre campus. The School offers a three-year, full-time
program, with small classes, modern computerized
research facilities, and the opportunity for specialized
Study in a variety of areas- including international law.

*i!l' V

.

?

St. Thomas, a new law school, is accepting applicationsfor its second class to begin in August 1985

)

J

-1 We will service all
travel needs

i

The panel recommended two full
years of liberal education to
strengthen undergraduate degree programs. "Students are not likely to accumulate in four years both the
generalized and special knowledge
necessary for the first-rate perfor-

nent.

-

THE FUTURE IS IN

\/
\
Ny£ i/

mance as professionals," the report
said.
Another "warning signal" the
panel found was that only half of the
students who start college ever receive
bachelor's degrees. The panel also
said that "one out of eight highly
able high school seniors does not
choose to attend college."
The panel recommended that
liberal education be the central core
in undergraduate education, a shift
from the specialization now promi-

-

The average blood pressure of the
of testicular cancer is a small hard
students who had taken no caffeine
lump or hardness in part of one testiwas 120 over 65 and 127 over 72
cle. Comparison with the other "norwhen the test was over. Blood
mal" testicle is a reliable way of pressure of more than 140 over 90 is
detecting differences. Any differences considered high.
should be brought to the attention of
Lane also found some correlation
a medical professional.
between hypertension and unusualTesticular self-examination is a ly latge blood pressure increases dursimple procedure which should take ing stressful situations. He suggested
less than a minute when performed that further study of the detrimental
on a monthly basis. It is best done effects of stress and caffeine on the
during a shower because warm water cardiovascular system could aid in
causes the skin of the scrotum to the "prevention and management of
relax making it easier to feel any hard cardiovascular disease."
lumps. It should be started during the
teen-age years and continued
The study was presented October
throughout life. Pamphlets on TSE 21 at the Annual Meeting of the
are available in the waiting room at
Society for Psychophysiological
the University Health Services.
Research in Milwaukee.

to

entirely on the decline in the preparation of entering college students," the
report said. "Part of the problem is
what happens to students after they
matriculate in college.
The report, "Involvement in Learning: Realizing the Potential of
American Higher Education," was
prepared by the Study group on the
Conditions of Excellence in
American Higher education. Its
chairman, Kenneth P. Mortimer, is
professor of higher education and
public administration at Pennsylvania State University.
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Police BlotterPolice BlotterPolice BlotterPolice Blo
by

Jean McMillan

December 4
Shortly after midnight Boston College Police responded to McHugh
Forum on a report of an injured
hockey player. Upon arrival the victim was transported to St. Elizabeth's
for stitches for a facial laceration.
Police took a report of an indecent
exposure that occurred on Center
Street around 8 pm. Newton Police
were notified.
December 5
At approximately 10 am police filed a report on recovered property.
Found was a wallet. Owner was
notified.
December 7
Police filed a report on windows
broken in Hardey, Cushing, and
Duchense Hall during a snowball

fight. This occurred just after
midnight.
December 10
Shortly before noon Campus
police responded to Lyons Hall on a
report of an unauthorized vendor.
The party was found and escorted off
campus.

December 13
Police took a report of suspicious
activities in McElroy Commons early in the morning.
December 20
About 2 in the morning Police
responded to Fitzpatrick Hall on a
report of bottles being thrown from
the building onto the street. A patrol
car arrived and bottles were thrown,
at the cruiser. Investigation revealed
the source and the suspects were turned over to the Dean of Students.
Police took a larceny report from

Kostka Hall. A refr'gerator was
stolen at about 8 pm.

December 21
At quarter past ten in the morning
Police took a larceny report from
Roberts Center. A helmet was stolen.
December 24
At 2:30 am an officer discovered
an attempted break at McElroy. The
suspects were unsuccessful and the
area was secured.
January 4

Police filed a report on problems
with alarms. This occurred close to
midnight.
January 7
At about 9 pm, Police and Newton
Fire responded to a fire alarm in
Williams and Welch Halls. Upon arrival they found that the system was
activated by a power surge.

JAMAICA
and
Come Out

j From

$309

Play!

Call Greg at 964-1066

WARM BODIES NEEDED...
TANS SUPPLIED!
NASSUA/PARADISE ISLAND
SPRING BREAK MARCH 2-9
* Roundtrip Air
INCLUDES:
*

7 Nights Hotel Accommodations

Parties, Tours, And Discount Cards
* Taxes and
Gratuities Included
* No Hidden Charges
* Other Extras
964-9422 or Tony at 734-5848
*

Call Joe

at

Time is Running Out!
Reserve Your Space!

SUB TURRI 1985
ON SALE NOW!

In McElroy 103

Monday-Thursday, 10-4

X3493

January 8
Police, while on routine patrol,
found an attempted breaking and
entering in Roncalli Hall at about 3
pm.

January 12
midnight police responded to the O'Neill Library to take a
vandalism report. Several computer
terminals were vandalized.
January 14
Police took a missing persons
report from a roommate in Edmonds
Hall at approximately9 pm. The party was located a short time later.
January 16
Shortly after 12 am police took a
report of off campus students who
were causing a problem off campus.
just

alter

January 17
Police took a larceny report from
a student who had a book bag stolen
outside of the McElroy Bookstore.
This occurred just before 6 pm.
January 18
about
10:30 am police took a
At
report of hit and run property
damage that occurred in the garage.
Police took into custody alcohol
confiscated by an RA on the Newton
Campus at 10 pm.
At approximately 10:30 pm police
took a report of a lost pocketbook.
The victim stated she had left it on
top of the car and drove away forgetting it. The pocketbook was not
recovered.

Yippie/Yuppie Clash
Mcontinued from page I

when some people questioned the inclusion of certain speakers,
such as conservative William F.
Buckley, under the heading of
"social justice."
"We arc going to continue to call
ii the Social Justice Lecture Series
and I don't care who we anger," exclaimed Thielman. "Last semester it
[the series] stirred more debate, more
interest than anything in my four
years here."
The debate is open to the public.
Admission is $3.00 or $2.00 with a
BC student ID.
semester

"logical extension"" of his pasi. "I
believe in the Yuppie point of viewfaith in technology, faith in individualism, and faith in cntrepeneurship," he said.

|

The Dean of Students was notified.

The Social Justice Series
UGBC President Jeff Thielman
termed the debate "'really relevant"
and"a real reflection on campus
lite." He added there had been question of whether the Social Justice
Lecture Series would keep its name.
The title spurred controversy last

LIQUORS
JAMAICA
900 Huntington Avenue
\OOO

BOASTING BOSTON'S
LARGEST KEG COOLER!

And check out the deal

.

.

.

MEISTERBRAU: $32.00
Call 277-7990 or 277-7837

WE CAN GIVE YOU
1.500,2.000,
4,000 OR 10,000

GOOD REASONS
TO JOIN.
possible
the

Army Reserve, it is
to get
a $1,500 bonus for joining your local Reserve
unit. It is possible to get a $2,000 bonus for
training in certain skills or, instead, earn up to
$4,000 for college. It's also possible to have up
to $10,000 in federally insured student loans
paid for by the Army Reserve.
Those are all compelling reasons to
become an Army Reservist. And we haven't
even talked about the skills you can learn...
or the pride... or the good part-time income...
or the excitement of a once-a-month Reserve
weekend.
We'd like to tell you all about it. Stop
by or call:
sfQ K£NNEy

In

95 Moody St.

Waltham
891-0003

ARMY RESERVE.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
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HeightsReview:
BC Alumnus Pens A Compelling New Novel
The Foreigner. A novel by David Plante.
Atheneum. 236 pages. $12.95.
by Paul Cloos

For aspiring Boston College writers, David
Plante represents blissful possibilities. Writing
about his own life, even his own experiences
at BC, the 1961 alumnus has created some of
the most precise, pared-down prose in recent
years. Plante's latest novel. The Foreigner
(Atheneum), though it at times falls prey to the
dangers of his own style, again shows Plante's
talent, though at times the dangers of his own
style are not.
Writing in an idiom that can sometimes lead
to self-absorption ?too many As on the page?
or to sentimentality. Plante does very well.
Working without strained or cliched
metaphors, with simple sentence structure and
with a marvelous sense of prose rhythm, Plante
achieves very authentic and compelling fiction.
Plante's writing is deeply introspective and
chiefly autobiographical. His trilogy about the
Francoueurs. a Franco-American, Roman
Catholic family very like his own, faithfully
recorded Plante's experiences as a young man.
The Woods (1982), the third book in the trilogy,
related Plante's freshman experiences at BC.
From his novels and by his own admission,
we learn that as a freshman Plante was introverted to the point of being abstracted from
himself. The dominant impression he retains
is one of alienation; he felt isolated in a
predominantly Irish university.
This alienation is a recurrent theme in his
works, and a key point in his aesthetic approach. Through self-alienation and introver-

zion, planle i,8 able lo acbieve an ubjeclivc.
critical distance between bimzelfand ibe world
allowing bim !o 8ee ancl cxprezz better,
Ly biz own accuunl, nuwever. beginning lo
wrile wa8 terrifying tor planie,
waz alraid
lu go near lbe ,5/,v//« office ai tirzi, Vel. planie
zlalt,
W28 later able lo join lbe ,5/.»/l«
al
ll( be wurkcd wilb a group ut creative writers
led by Wezlun
now direclur of cuunzeling. «»i8 fi>8! novel. 77?e d//?u,5/«///e/l/'.t
wa8 publizbcd in England, wbcrc planlc now

livcz.

i,i 1971,

/'/?e> <!?/?<«/ <?///e/?,'r Vtt/»«
virtually dizappeared. bul plaitle'z zuccccding eiglu bookz
liavc received more and more notice, fbe comiiig ol' biz iiinlb novel waz eagerly awaited,
iz tbe ziorv u! a 19 yearuld
Ii( zmdcm'z junior year abroad, leading fur
in Unglaiid. tbe narralur zpcndz !bc zuiiiincr lirzi in l-rancc and llien 8pain. gelling involved vviib an inlriguing black wumaii.
,Xiigc!a. and ber disturbed boyfriend,
llxerpied in !be /Ve>v > u,^e,, wbcre planted
zliurl
regularly appear. Z'/ie
a;2ain baz an alienated young man trying lo find
birnzell, "fbougb I lived oul8ide tbe parizb
itoxv. a border ai Uuzlun college. ! remained,
m myzelf. parocbial: lbal iz. niy lite waz
centered on my private tbuugbiz and l'eelingz."
>be narraior zayz.
trip abroad iz to luze biz own identity and
azzumc anullicr. In france. lbe narrator fee!?,
lbal. being of
dezcenl. be will be able
10 azzimilaie zunieune elze'z personality, Vel be
i8 8lill an /American and ztill cannul zubmcrue
nimzelf in lbe people around bini,
ll i8 bcre and on tbe boat lrip lo Europe lbal
writing iz bezl. ffc i,z exact in recur-

ding all the sights and sounds of his surroundings. To the narrator "'every act is made
significant by Paris" and Plante relates those
acts with precise, highly visual and visceral
description.
Wandering through Paris, the narrator attempts to be a Parisian ?he does not carry his
passport and even gets lost for fear being seen
looking at his map. "Here, you are going to
be different," he thinks. He is different than
he was in America, perhaps, but is different

Through self-alienation
and introversion, Plante
is able to achieve an objective critical distance
between himself and the
world.
from the Parisians as well. As appears to be
(he ulterior theme of the story, he remains a
foreigner.
The self-removal creates tension. The narrator's blind will to follow Angela, whose color and manner remain exotic, makes him
almost ancillary to the book's few main actions.
There is also Plante's strongest sexual tension,
a dynamic that propells the novel when the
minimalist prose is stagnating.
It is toward the end of the novel when even
the sexual tension fails to sustain the story. The
narrator, Angela, and her criminal boyfriend

Author David Plante
appear to be on a rotisserie of inaction, suf-

fering from something but unable to break free.
Yet in the end, though one must forge
through often agonizingly slow pages, the novel
regains its vibrancy. Nothing is resolved, the
narrator has not found a new self, but there
is a return to, at the least, narrative movement
and, at the most, (he simple, rarefied diction
and expression of a great writer.

'Paradise' Breaks Free of Convention
Stranger Than Paradise. Written and directed
by Jim Jsrmusch. Starring Eszter Belint and
John Lurie. At the Nickelodeon Cinema, 34
Cummington St. off Commonwealth Aye. Call
424?1500 for showtimes.
by Lauren Leja

According to Willie, TV dinners were invented expressly to supply' man with a
nourishing meal to eat while watching television. In Jim Jarmusch's
film. Stranger
Than Paradise, everything is strangeJU'rom the
deadpan, almost zombie-like characters, to its
blown up 16 millimeter, black and white, mottled images.
The colorless and slow motion world of
Stranger Than Paradise is populated by the
odd, though perfectly matched trio of Willie,
Eddie, and Eva. Willie (John L uric) a lanky,
horsey character, complete with plaid
suspenders, lives glued to his television set,
sleeping, or gambling with greasy haired men
sucking on cigars. Eddie (Richard Edson) is a
shrunken version of Willie, but amazingly good
natured and dumb; a kind of Barney Ruoblc
with a slouchy fedora. Eva (Eszter Balint) is
Willies restless and independent 16 year-old
cousin from Budapest, who is forced to spend
10 days with Willie in his grungy New York
apartment (complete with ceramic peacocks and
an unused, ancient vacuum cleaner) before
moving in with her Aunt Lottie in Cleveland.
The lives of Willie and Eddie are gray and
empty. Their sole means of recreation are watching television, playing the horses, silently sipping cans of warm Budweiser and smoking
Chesterfields. Eva's unexpected and unwanted
presence seems only to bring out the hostility
in Willie and the sweetness in Eddie. Willie does
his best to remind Eva what a major inconvenience she is, and forbids her to go out when
she's left, alone in the apartment. But Eva is
feisty, and wanders around the slums,
chainsmokes, and dances around the kitchen
(o
the unearthly howls of 'Screamin' Jay
Hawkins."He's a wildman, so bug off Willie."
Willie suddenly feels some affection for his
cousin Eva when she empties the pockets of her
huge overcoat on the table: canned beets, a carton of Chesterfields, and a TV dinner. She had
been on a shoplifting expedition at the local
Jewish market. Willie, in appreciation, buys his
now tolerable cousin a present. Eva opens the
bag, closes it, and murmurs,"Oh, it's a dress.
I think it's kind of ugly." She wears it though.

for Willies sake and later undresses in a dark
alley and throws the hideous dress into a wire
trashcan.
While Eva is the much-needed spark in the
drab lives of Willie and Eddie, her departure
to Cleveland spurs the duo to follow her there
and encounter the eccentric Aunt Lottie
(Cecillia Stark) and Eva's dull boyfriend Bob.
Aunt Lottie, a displaced Hungarian
homemaker, baffles the men with her gambling abilities:"! am dc vinner. I am alvays dc
vinner." Poor Bob is suckered into taking the
strange group on a mass date to a science fiction movie.
Stranger Than Paradise traces the adventures
of Willie, Eddie, and Eva through empty New
York streets, the frozen city of Cleveland, and
the forgotten section of Florida's east coast.
While the trio of characters seems curious,
theirs is a natural alliance. While never perfectly
understanding each other, they successfully endure one another's idiosyncracies.
No one really has much to say in Jim Jarmusch's comedy. Awkward silences abound

and are accentuated by Hashes of blackness (hat
both separate, and add cohesiveness to the
many isolated vignettes of Stranger Than
Paradise.
The unsettling addition of blank frames and
the film's musual black and white format make
it unique. Tom Dicillo's cinematography gives
the movie a homemade look and feel:
sometimes fuzzy, sophomoric, and disoriented,
yet hauntingly eloquent. Splotches of pure
white and black seem to pop out of the screen.
Shadows from Venetian blinds create prison
bars on stark apartment walls. The abscence
of color enforces the notion of the lack of life
and vibrancy in the world of Willie, Eddie, and
Eva.
The precarious balance of Jim Jarmusch's
initial concept is totally dependent upon an exacting execution of every element of the film.
Through the wonderful, deadpan acting of the
hysterical Lurie, Edson, and Galint, as well as
Dicillo's fascinating cinematography. Stranger
Than Paradise is a perfect realization of Jarmusch's vision.

Magic Movies at Off the Wall Cinema
by

large number of animation awards presented to young talent each

work, as shown by the

Rob Cuillemin

Magic Movies X At Ihe Off The Wall
Cinema, 15 Pearl Street, Cambridge. Call
354-5678 for showtimes.
.

Try to imagine Ed Koch singing "New York,
New York." Try to imagine what you would
sec if you could jump over trees, buildings, and
cities.
If your mind's eye can't see these things
clearly, don't fret. You can still enjoy the wildly
entertaining achievements of animation. Just
strap on your galoshes and slide on over to Off
The Wall, one of Boston's more innovative
movie theatres, for Magic Movies X, a series
consisting of 14 award-winning animation
shorts that are full of imagination and artistry.
For many years animation has been relegated
to the land of Saturday morning cartoons where
they were a vehicle for seling sugar-coated
cereals. At any rate, this once neglected medium
is now emerging as a premiere mode of artistic
expression in the '80s. Thousands of Boston
area students are following the blossoming
animation scene in Beantown. And many
students now produce professional quality

year.

All this is changing the whole concept of
animation. While the new wave of animators
are still able to show respect for the greats of
the medium, such as Tex Avery and Chuck
Jones, new levels of expression are being reached. Truly there is a renaissance in animation
today and Magic Movies X reflects it.
The Magic Movie presentation shows the
works of foreign animators from eight different
countries: two from the United Kingdom, and
one each from the USSR, Hungary,
Yugoslavia, China, Japan, and the
Netherlands.
One of the most striking foreign shorts was
Jumping by Osamu Tezuka, creator of
Astroboy and winner of the Grand Prix Zagreb
International Animation Festival of 1984.
Osamu produces a mind blowing effect through
the use of perspective. The audience sees a
changing point of view that fluctuates in an ever
increasing jumping pattern. As the leaps get
higher the view gets better. Before long the audience is taken on a bouncing tour of the coun-

tryside. By the close of the film everyone is experiencing free falls from 30,000 ft. Close your
eyes if you get nose bleeds.

A second foreign film well worth mentioning is a Yugoslavian rendition of Romeo and
JulietThis 10-minute feature is filled with a cast
ol multi-colored, multi-headed monsters. Subtitles reveal a high degree of irreverent humor
which accents the already spectacular visual
effects.
A local animation short that has won great
acclaim is Sunday in New York, a four minute
film that won the Academy Award for best
animated short of 1984. This amusing film
shows Ed Koch at his best as he sings "New
York, New York" and skips around the Big
Apple. Throughout the song he visits various
parts of Newq York, meeting street gangs and
such notables as Woody Allen.
In celebration of 10 years of business and this
new age of animation. Off The Wall has chosen
to, as one staff member said, "pull out all the
stops and compile what we consider is our finest
show to date." It's hard to disagree.
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Actress Schygulla Performs
Strongly in 'Love in Germany'
A Love in Germany. Directed by Andrzej Wajda. Based on a novel by Rolf Hochhuth. StarCinema
ring Hanna Schygulla. At
Copley Place. Call 226?1300 for showtimes.
by

Alison Leonard

.Pauline Kropp appears to be a model citizen
in the small German town of Brombach. She
is the wife of a soldier and runs a small grocery
store while he is away fighting for the Fuhrer.
Pauline is well known in the small town where
everyone appears to know everyone else. The
citizens of Brombach know that she is a good
wife and mother; they also know that she is carrying on an illicit affair with a Polish prisoner
of war.
This tragic love affair is the themeof A Love
in Germany, the latest film by Polish director
Andrzej Wajda (Man of Marble, Danton). Based on a novel by Rolf Hochhuth, A Love in
Germany is, like Wajda's previous films,
political in nature. However any political
statements are secondary to the passionate,
destructive love which dominates the lives of
the lovers.
Pauline (Hanna Schygulla) and Stanislaw
(Piotr Lysak) make love openly and shamelessly. She grasps him passionately in front of an
open window, and later caresses him in his
hospital bed until she is expelled by the horrified and outraged staff. For Pauline the affair is a liberating force; as is evident from the
ecstatic joy she experiences during lovemaking.
She realizes her danger, but is not compelled
to do anything about it. Her one attempt to
break off the affair fails. She has experienced
freedom with a man of an "inferior race", defying the restrictions of the Third Reich.

Naturally the other citizens who live according to the oppressive laws are bewildered by
Frau Kropp's conduct. A neighbor eventually
informs on her, but only after everyone else has
hesitated for fear of involvement. The confused prosecuting officer tries in vain to have
Pauline admit that she was raped. Instead she
proudly announces that she seduced Stanislaw,
not vice versa. She refuses to deny the free love
she has experienced even to save her reputation.
Such behavior can only be dismissed as insanity
by the officer and the other citizens, who live
by the letter of the law, dreading to defying it.
As the defiant Pauline, Miss Schygulla
delivers a fiery, heartfelt performance worthy
of any acclaimed portrayals in the films of
Werner Fassbinder. Lysak is less impressive;
next to Schygulla his performance is both
lacklusterand unenthusiastic. Yet even he has
his moments, particularly near the end of the
film where he is not overshadowed by
Schygulla. With an excellent supporting cast
and an absorbing screenplay by Boleslaw
Michalek, A Love in Germany, reveals a
fascinating, if not tragic view of pure,
uninhibited passion in a society where even the
passions of the populace arc restrained.

Album Review

Deep Purple
Has Returned

'Nightmare On Elm Street':
Impressive Blood, Guts and Fear
Nightmare on Elm Street. Written and
directed by Wes Craven. A New Line Cinema
release. At Sack Pi Alley, 237 Washington
Street. Call 227-6676 for show times.
by Joe Flanagan

Wes Craven's acclaimed horror film made
a big impression at the Pi Alley Sack Theatre

Friday night.
Located just outside Boston's red light
district, the theatre's late night audience is not
the easiest to scare, nor to impress.
A Nightmare on Elm Street centers around
four teenage victims of a boogieman who attacks them in their dreams.
"Everyone has bad dreams once in a while,"
by Stephen Dalton
Tina assures her best friend, Nancy,"it's no
biggie.'.' (Wrong you are, Tina.)
Perfect Stranger is the eagerly awaited reuwho,
the
band
Purple,
nion album by Deep
"All day long I've been seeing that guy's
along with Led Zeppelin, defined heavy metal
weird face," Nancy explains (the dream had
in the late sixties. It is a welcome change from
seemed so real), "and hearing those
fingernails."
the metal sludge now cluttering the airways.
"Fingernails," Tina breathes, "it's amazing
The one-two punch of John Lord's boneguitar
and
Ritchie
Blackmore's
organ
crunching
you saying that. That made me remember the
dream / had last night."
pyrotechnics provide the perfect backdrop for
"What did you dream?"
lan Gillans' anshee wails. The tone of the
album is set with the swagger of "Knocking at
"1 dreamed about a guy in a dirty red and
green sweater. He liked to scrape his fingernails
Your Backdoor", in which a snobby society girl
gets her comeuppance, without the band reveragainst things actually, they were more like
ting to the macho poses common to heavy
lingerknives."
metal. "Under the Gun" is an anti-war stateWe later learn that the boogieman is the inment from the soldier's point of view;"Put
famous Fred Krugar. Before finally being ardeath in my hand/learn to fight/who could care rested, Fred allegedly slashed twenty children.
if it's wrong or right." The title cut is a ZepHe was released on a technicality, and soon
pelinesque piece highlighted by the interplay of after a party of outraged parents burnt him and
Gillans' plaintive howl and Blackmore's chimhis slaughterhouse into eternity. Now, it seems
ing, eastern-flavored power chording. The boys (but is never made quite clear), he is hunting
even get wistfully romantic in the
down the surviving children through their
beautiful,"Wasted Sunsets", a tale of the many nightmares.
missed opportunities in a man's life. Despite
The boogieman is perfectly evil. Tina, Nanoccasional lapses of lyrical coherence ("Gypcy, and their boyfriends, Ron and Glenn, share
sy Dan Caravan/Won Tun Wan with your a nightmare
a nightmare each must face
Chinese fan," Huh?) this album is a welcome alone. The concept is clear from the start, and
return from this seminal heavy metal band.
quite intriguing. Craven seems to want to in?

Birdwatching
by Lisa M. Stepanski

j ]

;

I The drab little sparrows who sit shivering on
I the porch railing outside my kitchen window
; arc insistent, hungry reminders that it's winter
and some of us creatures feel the effects of the
season more than others. It's once again time
! to fill t+ie bird feeder. On these gray, wintry
: days f often find
my cats, Oliver and
Charlemagne, enthroned on the wide kitchen
window sill, hypnotized by the activity of these
I sparrows. 1 suppose one could say it's a tragic
sight ?two disgustingly sleek, healthy, manly
felines, contorting their mouths in a most unat-;
tractive fashion, emitting weird hisses and
yowls, violently swishing their tails, humiliating
: themselves over some bedraggledcity birds who
J gaily hop a foot or two away. The plump birds
are a temptation and vexation for the cats, as
the birds laugh at Oliver and Charlemagne and
: remind them that they are doomed to the mere
t existence of housecats; their hunter instincts!
; forever repressed. As they parade before the
cats' eager eyes the birds seem to be saying in
a superior tone, "Oh yes, we are so plump and
i tasty! And look! We grow fatter by the minute
I right before your very eyes!" Poor cats. Their!
I lust for those birds will never be satisfied. The;
?cats' birdwatching activity is cut short by the;
awkward arrival of a pigeon, who, like a deus!
ex machina, descends from the heavens to par-1
take of the banquet of seeds. He's too ungain-1
Sly to sit on the feeder, and instead must con-]
tent himself with the few morsels that are scattered on the porch floor. The cats are awed by
the arrival of this fantastic fowl. But only for;
an instant. The pigeon flaps his dingy, royal;
?wings and sends the cats scrambling, panic-;
$ stricken, off the sill and into the bedroom where
they can collect themselves and mull over what
they've just witnessed. They'll emerge later, imI maculately groomed, acting as though nothing
S had ever ruffled their blase, catly demeanor..
J Meanwhile, the sparrows continue to peep and
unashamedly beg for more food. It's cold out,
and those juicy worms are well-hidden in the
frozen ground. Before long it's time to
S replenish the feeder. This winter ritual begins

-

volve us in the psychology of fear and terror,
the very essence of modern horror. And he uses
the psychological phenomenon of the
nightmare to demonstrate the power of fear.
The boogieman thrives on fear, or better yet,
jthe fear of evil. Without fear (the acknowledgement of evil) evil ceases to exist.
But Wes, Babe, what happened? Misplace
some of the footage? Run out of money? Have
an argument with the director? Now there's an
idea: schizophrenic writer/directorkills film
we could make it a murder mystery.
The unhappy fact is that there just wasn't
enough plot to carry the theme. But let's face
it, the theme of modern horror is money. And
gore sells.
Fans of Halloween and Friday the 13th might
be disappointedby the small number of violent
deaths, but it's the quality and not the quantity that truly count. How about Tina being
slashed to death by the boogieman while Ron
watches an invisible assailant slash and drag her
bloody, naked body across the floor and walls
and ceiling? Can you imagine what she would
look like in a body bag and walking, or perhaps
a few months afterwards? Or how about a purple, strangled, broken-necked Ron. And
perhaps the best of all, a flood of blood from
Glenn's food-processed body, so much blood
it saturates the floor and ceiling a scene which
makes even the coroner sick. The special effects, if nothing else, are superb.
Nancy is the heroine of our story. She survives several attacks through luck and guile.
The secret to survival, you see, is never to fall
asleep. But if you do, you must wake up.
Although she manages to stay awake for seven
days, she knows she'll have to fall asleep. Her
friends are gone, her parents are confused and
disbelieving, she is all alone. She sets traps, she
grapples with the boogieman on both the dream
plane and the physical plane, but in the end her
will wins out.
One thing, though, the door is left wide open
for Another Nightmare on Elm Street.
-
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Director David
Lean Makes A
Grand Return
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anew.

After a very long wait Englishman David
Lean has filmed an epic which should prove to
revive his international reputation as a director of superproductions.
His newest effort, A Passage to India, is an
adaptation of E.M. Forster's novel. This film
has all the grandeur of Lean's previous efforts,
including the 1957 Academy Award winning
The Bridge on the River Kwai. In 1962 he won
another Oscar for his most acclaimed film,
Lawrence of Arabia. Lean's other directions include Doctor Zhivago and Oliver. Filmed entirely on location in India, A Passage to India
also promises to be an adventure as well as a
fine tale. Lean insisted on genuine and sumptuous detail in order to recreate the India that
existed before she gained her independence
from Great Britain. The cast includes thousands
of Indian extras.
David Lean's other films include: In Which
We Serve (co-directed with Noel Coward),
1942; This Happy Breed, 1944; Blithe Spirit and
Brief Encounter, 1945; Great Expectations,
1946; The Passionate Friends/One Woman's
Story, 1949; Madeleine, 1950; The Sound Barrier, 1952; Hobson's Choice 1954; Summer
Madness, 1955; Doctor Zhivago 1965; Ryan's
Daughter, 1970.
A Passage to India stars Judy Davis, Victor
Banergee and Sir Alec Guiness and opened last
Friday at the Sack Cheri.

A scene from A Passage

to

India, a new movie directed by David Lean.
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Observations on Some Old
Rules of Gentlemanly Conduct
by

Rev.

Charles

F.

Donovan,

S.J.

Father Donovan, the University Historian,
was kind enough to let the Heightsprint exerpts
from his paper concerning the history of Boston
College, Rules Of Gentlemanly Conduct.
Because of limited space a paragraph was
deleted from this section of the work.

At the time Boston College was founded
(1863) American colleges were conservative institutions in matters of student discipline. Many

of them had codes of conduct that would have
done credit to a seminary. There were few colleges with officers whose specific responsibility was student discipline, so the enforcement
of rules of conduct fell to the president or, in
many colleges, to the entire faculty. Reflecting
a still influential Calvinist tradition, faculties
often had stern and pessimistic views of their
students, as illustrated by the sentiments of a
professor at Davidson College in 1855:

Indulged, petted, and uncontrolled at home, allowed to trample upon
all laws, human and divine, at
preparatory school...[the student]
comes to college, but too often with
an undisciplined mind, and an uncultivated heart, yet with exalted
ideas of personal dignity, and a
scowling contempt for lawful
authority, and wholesome constraint.
Susan Sontag makes her American directorial debut in Jacques and His Master.

How is he to be controlled?
The historian of the University of Georgia
blames the influence of Puritan Vale for the
"flood of petty restrictions and commands"
that bound the Georgia students. "These rules
were the law of the land as far as the Universi3. Call 547-8300 for times and dates. Tix $9 to ty
was concerned and just as sacred. The stu$20.
dent's passport to classes was a set of laws [incidentally, sixteen pages long] signed by the
The King Stag. In the much-embellished, president; he was.given ten days'to digest them
Italo-Oriental saga of true love triumphant and and thereafter he fell hard under their inexorable pains and penalties. His every action was
splenetic evil vanquished, elaborately costumguided by them. A law got him out of his bed
ed humans cavort with puppets, shadow puppets, and a Buddha. Presented by the American and put him back again. He ate by them, he
Repertory Theatre at the Loeb Drama Center. studied by them, he recited by them-they were
64 Brattle Street, Cambridge. Through with him always." Among the things the laws
February 16 on Wednesdays and Sundays. Call forbade were profanity, playing billiards or
cards, association with vile persons, blasphemy,
547-8300 for times. Tix $9 to $20.
theft, robbery, and forgery. Perhaps the young
Pack of Lies. Is a Pre-Broadway engagement Georgians were a fractious group since they
of a new play by Hugh Whitemore based on were warned: "If any scholar shall assault,
a bit of real-life espionage in Britain in the strike or wound the President, a Professor, or
19605. At the Wilbur Theatre, 246 Tremont a tutor-or shall designedly break their doors or
Street, through February 2. Curtain is at 8 p.m windows, he shall be expelled." Similarly
Monday through Saturday. Call 423-4008 for students were forbidden to keep any gun, pistol,
more info. Tix $13.50 to $17.50.
dagger, dirk, sword, cane or other offensive
weapon in their rooms.
Uncle Vanya. In Chekhov's masterpiece, a
Boston College students seem never to have
bogus, cranky professor feeds off the lives of
his deluded brother and daughter while the
universe laughs silently at them all. Maryann
Plunked and Jack Aranson star; Jacques Cartier directs. Presented by the Huntington
Theater Company at the Boston University
Theatre, 264 Huntington Avenue through
February 3. Curtain is at 8 p.m. Tuesday
ihrough Saturday. Call 266-3913 for more in\u25a0k
53
to Tix $9 to $19.50.

Calendar Calendar Calendar Cale
CAMPUS FILMS
The Best of Canadian Independent Animation. This wonderful collection of cartoons was
a big hit at the Harvard Film Archive. It includes such favorites as History of the World
in Three Minutes, Clockwork Lemon, and Little Girl and the Muddy Thing. The Cinema
Society will present this film Thursday, January
24, at 7 p.m. in McGuinn Auditorium. Call Joe
I ctendre at 964-0537 for more info.

Splash. A comedy featuring Daryl Hannah
as a mermaid who falls in love with a successful
business man, Tom Hanks. Their affair is complicated by a nosy marine biologist bent on proving that mermaids exist. Showings in McGuinn
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m. on
January 25 and 26; 7 p.m. on the 27th. Call
the Film Board at ext. 3347 for info.

VIDEO
Atalanta. A video opera for seven performers
and 10 video screens. A Greek myth is retold
with improvised music from an avant-garde
ensemble. Saturday, January 26 at 8 p.m. in
the Basement of Kresge Auditorium, M.I.T
Call 574-9200 for info. Tix $7.

PLAYS
Endgame. JoAnne Akalaitis has controversially set Samuel Beckett's play in a subway tunnel as the aftermath of a nuclear-holocaust dies
down. Beckett has denied any connection with
the production. Presented by the American
Repertory Theatre at the Loeb Drama Center.
64 Brattle street, Cambridge. Through
February 3. Curtain is at 8 p.m. on Tuesdays
with a 2 p.m. matinee on Saturday. Call
547-8300. Tix $9 to $20.
Forbidden Broadway. This little spoof
focuses on exploding the Mount Rushmorehewn egos that have found a home on Broadway. Playing at the Terrace Room, Boston
Park Plaza Hotel, 64 Arlington Street. Call
357-8384 for times and dates. Tix $15 to $18.

x

A View From the Bridge. Authur Miller's
high-pressured melodrama of an Italian
longshoreman's destructive infatuation with his
niece. At the Lyric Stage, 54 Charles Street
(Beacon Hill), through February 10. Curtain
is at 8 p.m. Wednesday through Friday, at 5
and 8:30 p.m on Saturday and 3 p.m. on Sundays. Call 742-8703 for more info. Tix $7.50

SsnVs#

been so mettlesome since there was never in
their rules any mention of carrying weapons.
Indeed that was an injunction of the Ratio
Studiorum, the sixeenth century Jesuit code of
education, that Boston College never adopted.
The Ratio's fifth rule for students was Regulation on Side-Arms which stated: "None of our
students should bring into school any sidearms, small-swords, poniards, or other
weapons of this type..." Apparently sixteenth
century European Jesuit college students had
more in common with the collegians of nineteenth century Athens, Georgia, than those of
Boston's South End. But students at Indiana
Asbury University, now DePauw, received
similar admonitions to those of Georgia.
Among proscribed activities were profane
swearing, drinking intoxicatingliquors, gambling or playing at games of chance, wearing firearms or weapons, using obscene language and
disorderly deportment.
Faculty involvement in disciplinary matters
was commonplace. At Georgia the faculty met
"in secret" every Tuesday night after prayers
to consider violations of the student code.
Frederick Rudolph says that one year the Dartmouth faculty devoted 68 sessions to student
conduct, while at mid-century the University
of North Carolina faculty addressed 282 cases
of delinquency from a student body of 230...
In contrast to such records of disciplinary
minutiae and adjudication, from the beginning discipline at Boston College received no
great emphasis. The first published catalogue,
for 1868-69, devoted just three sentences to
discipline...
When religious motives are continually
appealed to, less need is experienced of frequent or severe punishments.
Flagrant offenses, such as are detrimental lo
the reputation of the College, or are obstructive of (he good of the pupils, are grounds for
expulsion.
For faults of ordinary occurrence ?sucn as
tardy arrival, failure in recitations, or minor
in stances of misconduct, ?a task, consisting
of lines from some classical author, is committed to memory during the hour after the
close of school.
The contrast between the brevity of the
Boston College rules and those of colleges cited
above can in part be accounted for by the fact
that Boston College catered to "day-scholars"
only, as the catalogue said, while the other institutions were residential colleges responsible
for the welfare and conduct of the students
twenty-four hours a day for many months of
the year. Even so the contrast is impressive. The
directness and brevity of the Boston College approach to discipline seem to reflect a sensible
and self-assured attitude on the part of the
administration.

flssw

lo $10

MUSIC
Boston Symphony Orchestra. Seiji Ozawa
conducts works by Bach, Pou/enc, and
Beethoven, with soloist Katia and Marielle
Labeque, Tuesday, January 22, at 8 p.m. at
Symphony Hall, 301 Massachussetts Avenue.
Tix $5 to $32.50. Call 266-1492.
Pianist Russell Sherman performs works by

The Irish Question. Boston playwright Frank
Alcorn's new drama is about an Irishman from
Southie who gets tangled up in a gun-running
plot with his Northern Ireland cousin. At the
Lyric Stage, 54 Charles Street (Beacon Hill).
Through February 3. Curtain is at 8 p.m. on
Sunday. Call 742-1790 for info. Tix $8.

Hyden, Schumann, Schubert, and Liszt at 3

p.m in Jordan Hall, 290 Huntington Avenue.
Call 536-2412. Tix $13.50 to $16.50

Fringe. An avant-garde jazz band at the
Berkley Performance Center, 136 Mass.
Avenue Thursday, January 24. Admission $2.

POETRY

Jacques and His Master. The American
premiere of expatriate Czech novelist Milan
Kundera's picaresque play (based on Diderot's
Jacques le fataliste) is directed by Susan Son-

in her first American production.
Presented by the American Repertory Theatre
at the Loeb Drama Center through February

tag,

Poets Counter-Inaugural. On Monday,
January 21 a group of local poets have arranged
to spoof the hypocracies of government in a
most

elegant fashion

Meet With Us Any Monday
At 5:00 PM in McElroy 113
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SCIENCE FICTION
DRAMA
ACTION
FOREIGN
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MUSICAL
CARTOONS
ROCK VIDEO
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1280 Centre St., Picadilly Square
Newton Centre, MA 02159
(Located less than 5 minutes from the dorms and
next to the Newton Center MTA)
(Between Rosen field's Bagels and Adolph's Sports)
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Rent a video recorder cor less than $7.96 per day
Rent any one oe 2000 vhs movies cor $2.00 per da y
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Mon.- Thurs.: 10-8
Fri.-Sat.: 10-9
Sun.: 12-5
Q£c 7-1 OH
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PAY BY:
CASH
VISA
AMER - EXPRESS

MASTERCARD

CASH
PERSONAL CHECK
CASH
GOLD
DOUG FLUTIE

CASH
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WELCOMES
COTTON BOWL CHAMPIONS!
TO A COTTON BOWL VICTORY CELEBRATION

Thursday, January 24th
FREE WITH A BC ID
AGES 20 & OVER
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 53&0206
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ClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsC
Need Cash? Earn $500-plus each
school year, part-time (flexible) hours
each week placing and filling posters
on campus. Serious workers only; we
give recommendations. 1-800-

Need a weekend job? We need
students to supervise gymnastic birthday parties in Norwood or Newton.
Call 769-6150 for info.

'77 Plymouth Volare, Excellent
body, good condition and mileage.
Price 1,100 or B.O." Call Fred,
783-3242 for more info.

-243-6679

Earn $500.00 per 1000 envelopes
stuffed.
Send a self-addressed,
coming
Pre-Valentine Blood Drive
up. If interested in donating any stamped envelope to: Akram PO Box
amount of time prior to or during the A3576 Chicago. IL 60690
Drive (Feb. 4 8) come to the Gold
Babysit two-year-old Monday, FriKey office in McElroy rm. 115. For
day
mornings Near BC Law. Call
mor info call x3497.
964-6953.

Venereal Disease

treatment. Private medical office.

Progoff's

Voice Lessons Learn to sing correctly, prevent vocal strain, prepare
for auditions. Excellent teacher
M.M., N.E. Conservatory. Near
B.C. Call 527-3320

Intensive Journal

-

-

Government Jobs. $16,559
$50,553/year. Now Hiring. Your
Area. Call 805-687-6000 Ext. R-4593

Life Context Workshop

-

February 2-3

BC ranked No. I drinking school.
Show your pride! Order your UNIVER-

For information and registration:

Eventsand Announcements Even
MONDAY

FRIDAY
Murray House kicks off the semester
with a Hat and Tic Party. Prizes for the
best out tit. Only $3. Begins at 8:00 at
Murray House.

TUESDAY

The BC Pro-Life Coalition will
sponsor a "Mass for the Unborn" on
the 12th anniversary of the Roe vs. !
Wade decision today at 4:30. in St. !
Mary's Chapel. Come and pray <
together for the unborn.

j
|

j

j

THURSDAY

BACAP public lecture by Prof
Terence Irwin, Cornell University, on
"Permanent Happiness: Aristotle
and Solon" in McGuinn Hall, sth
Floor Lounge.
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| "Dancing With Henry".
99 Brookline
Boston
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General Meeting! Today at 7:30
McGuinn Aud. All Welcome.
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Thursday, Jan 24
Friday, Jan 25
Saturday, Jan 26

Don't Forget Ladies' Night Every Wednesday!
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TUITION
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DEPARTMENT STORES
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EMERGENCY CASH * TICKETS * RESTAURANTS
HOTELS 4 MOTELS * CAS * CAR RENTALS * REPAIRS
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AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!
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ALL KINDS
99*/pack
Prices good to J/26/85
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Guaranteed results with safe, proven formula. Send only $39 (check or money
order) for 4 weeks supply, to:
Carter Associates, P.O. Box 697
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

Join!!

$9.99
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You can lose 10-30 lbs. THIS MONTH!

Phone And

BUD
24-12 oz. cans

Draft Beer 2 liters
$3.99 ea. plus free T-shirt

There's a slim new You hiding under
those unwanted pounds.

Up The
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SUNTORY JAPANESE

A NEW YOU!!
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Facial and
Offer good with this coupon

A NEW YEAR
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Premedical/Predental Advisor Dr.
Walter Fimian would appreciate
hearing from all senior class students
on each acceptance notification
received from medical and dental
schools.
A visually handicapped graduate
student at Boston University is looking for volunteers to help him in his
studies. If you would like to assist
him please call: Taskeen Malik
923-9727

etc.

-

Institute of Religious Education
31 Lawrence Aye.
across from McGuinn Ha JJ

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Murray House once again resumes
its Thursday night Spaghetti Dinners.
Only $2 for spaghetti, salad, soda,

Pre-Valenune Blood Drive coming up.
If interested in helping prior to or during the Drive (Feb. 4 8). please come
to the Gold Key McElroy mi. 115 at six"
today for more info.

Nassau/Paradise Island for Spring
Break, From $349, call Joe at
964-9422 or Tony at 734-5848.

Testing and

-

Street,

SERVICES

-

Needed: An experienced gymnastic
instructor to supervise 12 week Sunday program in Norwood. Call
769-6150 for info.

Confidential. Beacon
Brookline. 232-1459

5
SITY
SPORTDRINKING TEAM Tsshirt.
SMLXL. Only $6.95 ppd!
PMG-88, Box 1484, Marco, Fl 33937.
Catalog!
1
Tree

FOR SALE
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HELP WANTED
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To the team,
for reminding us all
that hard work and dedication
can bring joy.
To the students,
for showing the kind of spirit
that makes everyone a fan.
To the faculty and administration,
for helping these fine young men and women prepare
for a lifetime of winning seasons.
Thankyou.

Bayßanks
Something Better

